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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE AND BACKGROUND 
 

Instructions for use 
 
This guideline uses the term ‘club’ to refer to the party performing parachuting flights. The guideline is 
written from the perspective of association activities without taking account of or a stand to commercial 
requirements or other similar aspects. This guideline is called Guideline for parachuting flight operations, but 
clubs may name their own guidelines as they see fit. For example, Flight Operations Manual or Parachuting 
Flight Manual, etc. 
 
Square brackets and italics mark sections where club-specific entries are required. For example, [Club name] 
can be replaced with the phrase “at Oulu Skydive Center”. 
 
This guideline uses the term ‘pilot’ to refer to the pilot of an aircraft. 
 
Curly brackets, italics and bold type mark comments and additional instructions. For example, {club-specific 
designations such as: responsible pilot, responsible flight operator, chief pilot, etc.}. 
 
Yellow highlighting marks matters that require further consideration, matters currently under consideration 
(for example, to be completed in the next version or independently by the club, where necessary), comments, 
etc. In addition, sections that refer to, for example, entries made to skydivers’ instructions are marked 
similarly. 
 
This guideline is illustrative in nature and mainly written from the perspective of “medium-sized clubs” and 
the aircraft type C-182 (the most common type in Finland). An effort has been made to include the special 
characteristics of larger-scale operations and/or aircraft capable of carrying larger skydiver loads. However, 
the responsibility for the preparation of a guideline that takes account of the special characteristics of the 
club and the aircraft used falls with the persons responsible for the club’s operation. Thus, clubs’ existing 
guidelines serve as an excellent starting points, but their functionality, timeliness and consideration of 
issues emphasised in this guideline should be reviewed during this season, but no later than the season of 
2017. 
{The above consideration was written in the first version of the guideline (12 August 2016); any new, 
updated matters are marked in this version (2.0, 6 May 2018) with green highlighting, and they should be 
reviewed as soon as possible. Sections highlighted in yellow, green or other colours are intended to be 
removed from the club’s version of this guideline.} 
{The above consideration was written in the second version of the guideline (6 May 2018); in this version 
(3.0, 8 November 2019), any new, updated matters are marked with blue highlighting. They, too, should 
be reviewed as soon as possible. Sections highlighted in yellow, green, blue or other colours are intended 
to be removed from the club’s version of this guideline.} 
 
The actual model guideline for clubs starts on page 12. In other words, the “foreword” of this guideline is 
not required in the club’s version. It can be replaced by the club’s own foreword. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO 
INCLUDE ALL CONTENT PRESENTED IN THIS GUIDELINE IN THE CLUB’S VERSION. However, a relatively large 
number of examples and considerations are presented, as it is presumably easier to exclude unnecessary 
items than to come up with new ones. Furthermore, the guideline’s appendices primarily serve the purposes 
of this guideline. It is not necessary (nor advisable) to append all of them to the club’s guideline. Instead, 
each club should use any appendices at their discretion and/or modify the appendices of this guideline to 
meet their needs. Naturally, clubs may also use their existing guidelines after making any necessary updates 
etc. 
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Background 
 
Every Finnish skydiving club that operated in the last decade has had a guideline for parachuting flight 
operations in place. This has to do with the fact that an earlier version of the Aviation Regulation OPS M6-1 
(parachuting activities, 12 June 2003, repealed on 15 July 2010) provided for the following: 
 
An association engaged in parachuting activities shall have a written guideline concerning the aircraft in its 
permanent use. The guideline shall cover the following aspects of parachuting safety and parachuting flights 
performed with the aircraft: 

a) loading the aircraft; 
b) fuel reserve in parachuting activities; 
c) the operation and use of the aircraft’s parachuting equipment; 
d) flight procedures for parachuting activities; 
e) the cooperation of aircraft crew and skydivers on parachuting flights; 
f) the most common hazardous and exceptional situations on parachuting flights and operation in 
such situations; and 
g) public safety and operation in the movement area. 
 

In addition, it was stated in this OPS M6-1 that: “For aircraft used temporarily, the association engaging in 
parachuting activities shall ensure that the pilots and skydivers have been provided with adequate guidance 
on the matters presented above. Note: When drawing up the written guideline referred to above, any 
limitations set out in the flight manual or its appendices shall be taken into account.” 
 
 
Recreational aviation safety project 
 
The development project on the safety of recreational aviation (Traficom’s website on the topic: 
www.traficom.fi/fi/harrasteilmailun-turvallisuusprojekti) was launched in November 2014 and finished at 
the end of 2015. The project was based on an extensive risk assessment of recreational aviation 
commissioned by the Minister of Transport and Municipal Affairs. The project was commissioned as a 
response to an exceptionally high number of fatalities in recreational aviation during the three years 
preceding the project. 
 
The project’s final report was published on 12 January 2016, and the cooperation continues within the 
framework of the Operating model for safety work in Finnish general aviation described in the report’s 
outcomes section. Developing the operating model jointly with the aviation community was one of the 
project’s key objectives. The project was carried out in close cooperation with the aviation community, 
Finavia, the Finnish Meteorological Institute and, in particular, the Finnish Aeronautical Association (SIL) and 
AOPA Finland (SMLL). A large number of voluntary aviation enthusiasts contributed to producing the results, 
and they deserve many thanks for the outcome. The website www.traficom.fi/fi/liikenne/ilmailu/turvallisen-
toiminnan-malli-ilmailukerhoille contains, for example, content related to the safe operations model for 
aviation clubs. 
 
Safety content is also available at Traficom’s General aviators website 
(https://www.traficom.fi/en/transport/aviation/general-aviators) and further information is provided at the 
General aviation training materials and guidelines website (www.traficom.fi/fi/yleisilmailun-
koulutusmateriaalia-ja-ohjeita) which serves as a platform for sharing information useful for the aviation 
community and encourages its communal development. Aviators can make use of the content and provide 
the authors with ideas for further development at their discretion. 
 
  

http://www.traficom.fi/fi/harrasteilmailun-turvallisuusprojekti
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/19477-Harrasteilmailun_turvallisuusprojektin_loppuraportti_1_2016.pdf
https://www.traficom.fi/fi/liikenne/ilmailu/turvallisen-toiminnan-malli-ilmailukerhoille
https://www.traficom.fi/fi/liikenne/ilmailu/turvallisen-toiminnan-malli-ilmailukerhoille
https://www.traficom.fi/en/transport/aviation/general-aviators
http://www.traficom.fi/fi/yleisilmailun-koulutusmateriaalia-ja-ohjeita
http://www.traficom.fi/fi/yleisilmailun-koulutusmateriaalia-ja-ohjeita
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15678, Trafi’s publications, 15-2014 – Recreational aviation risk survey: 
 
The greatest risks associated with parachuting flight operations are connected to loading the aircraft and 
the movement of the aircraft’s centre of gravity both during climb and, in particular, exit. {Summary; in 
addition, as the current situation (5/18 and 10/19) has changed in some respects, a few separate up-to-
date observations were added to this excerpt of the Recreational aviation risk survey.} 

 

Key action groups and themes include: 
Increased sense of community: Communality is considered an essential means for distributing tacit 
knowledge and safety-favouring attitudes and for ensuring the upkeep of the competence of individual 
recreational aviators. Communality also prevents risk-taking, both conscious and unconscious. Individualist 
pursuit of these sports instead of traditional club activities requires new ways of promoting communality. 
 
The field of training: Training is a vital background factor in building skills and attitudes. Measures proposed 
regarding training aim to develop and harmonise the qualitative elements in theory instruction, flight training 
and teaching materials, learning results and the quality of teaching, lifelong learning and the maintenance of 
competence, utilising information and materials gained from comparable countries, and addressing 
identified risk factors in training. 
 
Increased cooperation and harmonisation: There are numerous examples in the recreational aviation 
community of excellent safety work being done and best practices by clubs, associations and individual 
aviators. These examples must be made more widely known and employed. This requires increased 
cooperation and the development of models for information dissemination. 
 
Increasing efficient safety communications: When the structures of the aviation community are reinforced, 
closer cooperation is pursued and operating practices are harmonised, high-quality safety communications 
will have a greater impact. Increasing awareness of identified risks and of factors that exacerbate or mitigate 
them is an efficient way of reducing risks, along with encouraging safety-conscious attitudes. Both the 
authorities and the aviation community must find new ways for enhancing communications. 
 

Key risks and how to manage them 
 
Flight operational risks in parachuting 
Several types of aircraft are used for parachuting in Finland. There are several small Cessna aircraft 
(accommodating 4–6 jumpers) and some larger aircraft: two Pilatus Porters (10 jumpers) and {Pilatus Porters 
are not currently used for parachuting in Finland} two Cessna Caravans (15–18 jumpers). Aircraft operated 
by both non-commercial clubs and commercial operators are used for parachuting in Finland. Aircraft used 
for parachuting do not need to have seat belts for all passengers – with the agreement and responsibility of 
the pilot-in-command and the jumpers – if there are fewer than 10 jumpers. Everyone on board without a 
seat belt must have a parachute and must have undergone parachute training {This item has been removed 
from OPS M6-1 (more information on this later). NCO.SPEC.PAR.110 Seats: The floor of the aircraft can be 
used as a seat if the task specialists (= skydivers) have the possibility to hold on to something or attach 
themselves}. The Finnish Aeronautical Association requires the skydiving instructions of parachuting clubs 
to include general rules for aircraft loading and movement on board. Because aircraft types are different, 
the Association has not issued general instructions on flight operations related to parachuting or associated 
risks for skydivers or pilots. 
 
Aircraft loading and take-off 
The principal risk factor during take-off is the aircraft having an incorrect or shifting centre of gravity that 
may cause loss of control. Preventive measures include correct loading of the aircraft, clearly defined weight 
limits and markings to indicate where the jumpers should be positioned on board or what kind of movement 
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is allowed during take-off. In many of the small aircraft used for parachuting, the only relevant factor is 
observing the weight limit, because the aircraft size precludes passengers from moving around inside it. Some 
larger aircraft have clear markings indicating that passengers should remain forward of that marking during 
take-off. In some aircraft, passenger placement is dictated by seats and seat belts. 
 
Exit 
When the aircraft is flying on the jump run, there is a risk of incorrect or excessive movement by jumpers in 
the aircraft, especially towards the rear, causing a shift in the aircraft’s centre of gravity at a critical moment 
and resulting in a stall. Stalling may, at worst, lead to loss of control and multiple casualties. Operators have 
different instructions as to how to perform an exit and how to maintain the aircraft centre of gravity within 
permissible limits. Some operators specify how many jumpers may at most be stationed at the aircraft doors 
waiting to exit, so as to maintain the centre of gravity within permissible limits. No general instructions 
regarding the risks of parachuting-related flight operations have been issued for skydivers. 
 
Skydivers’ awareness of flight operational risks 
Skydivers generally perceive parachuting risks to concern the jump itself. Knowledge of flight operations 
related to parachuting and the risks involved is low. While the threats may be acknowledged, their 
seriousness or causes are not known well enough, and skydivers may not be familiar with the instructions or 
follow them readily. Skydivers should be informed about the risks of aircraft loading and the shifting of the 
centre of gravity when moving around in the aircraft, and how serious these risks are. 
 
Pilot training for parachuting operations 
Pilot training for parachuting operations is the responsibility of the club in the case of non-commercial 
operations and of the company operating the aircraft in the case of commercial operations. Aircraft are 
different, pilot training varies, and there is no nationally coordinated exchange of information. The Finnish 
Aeronautical Association has issued no general instructions for pilot training for parachuting operations. The 
risk survey revealed an occasional lack of coordination between skydivers and pilots.  
 
{Situation in 5/2018: General instructions have been issued (first version 12 August 2016). This document 
is the updated version of the instructions (6 May 2018). In addition, a joint safety weekend for parachuting 
pilots and skydivers was held in Utti in January 2017 and parachuting flight operations have been discussed 
in several other training events. Skydiving clubs have been provided with model instructions on 
parachuting activities, which discuss, for example, issues that skydivers must know about parachuting 
flight operations and the coordination between the pilot and skydivers. The role of ‘chief pilot’ was added 
in the operational instructions for skydivers, the duties of chief safety officer were specified and clubs were 
urged to establish a safety team that comprises of chief safety officer, chief pilot, the head of training and 
the club’s chairperson, among others. The guide for skydivers includes chapters on general matters 
concerning the carrying capacity of aircraft and the location of the centre of gravity, stalling, weather 
minima in flight operations and the duties of the chief pilot and the chief safety officer. In addition, a large 
number of instructions and model material have been published on the national specialist body 
Laskuvarjotoimikunta’s website. A training programme for parachuting pilots is being developed in 
cooperation with The Finnish Air Sports Institute.} 
 
{Situation in 10/2019: General instructions have been issued (first version 12 August 2016, second version 
6 May 2018). This document is the third version of the instructions (8 November 2019). In addition, after 
5/2018, a joint safety weekend for parachuting pilots was held in Utti in January 2019 and parachuting 
flight operations have been discussed in several other training events. In addition, a large number of 
instructions and model material have been published on the Parachuting Committee’s website 
(http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/). The model training 
programme for parachuting pilots has been completed, and the Finnish Aeronautical Association (Safety 
Committee) has published a model guide on the safety management system for aviation clubs (so-called 
Club SMS).} 
 

http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
https://www.ilmailuliitto.fi/ilmailuliitto/sil/tyoryhmat/turvallisuustoimikunta/kerho-sms/
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Summary and conclusions 
Based on the survey, the key risks in parachuting flight operations are connected to loading the aircraft 
and the movement of the aircraft’s centre of gravity both during climb and, in particular, exit. Among 
skydivers, the risks associated with skydiving are acknowledged, but the severity of the risks and the factors 
causing them are not sufficiently recognised by everyone. As a result, the degree of compliance with the 
guidelines or familiarisation with them may be inadequate. 
 
There are no uniform guidelines for skydivers and pilots on the risks of parachuting flight operations. Pilot 
training is managed in a club- and operator-specific manner. There are no uniform national training guidelines 
for pilots on parachuting flight operations. The survey revealed the need to increase the awareness of 
skydivers and parachuting pilots about each other’s activities and, in particular, about key risks and their 
reduction. 
 

Working group proposals for further measures 
The Finnish Aeronautical Association will issue general training instructions for pilots performing parachuting 
flight operations. The instructions will be generic and not specific to any aircraft type. {Note: This guideline, 
however, uses type C-182 aircraft as an example to a large extent and, where possible, also discusses the 
special characteristics of types C-206 and C-208.} The instructions will focus pilot training on matters specific 
to parachuting flight operations (e.g. shifting centre of gravity, slow flight, stalling). This may be based on 
suitable paragraphs of the Federal Aviation Administration’s guideline AC 105-2E (8. Pilot responsibilities, 
Jump pilot training Paragraphs 8 b–8 f). 
 
The Finnish Aeronautical Association will issue instructions for skydivers concerning the risks of parachuting 
flight operations. The instructions will stress the seriousness of risks involved in aircraft loading and moving 
around on board, and the importance of coordination between the jumpers and the pilot. 
 
Clear markings and instructions on loading and movement on board will be introduced in all aircraft used for 
parachuting. 
 
 

19477, Final report of the recreational aviation safety project, 1-2016 
 
The recreational aviation safety project was completed at the end of the year and the final report was 
published on 12 January 2016. The project involved functional cooperation, in particular with the Finnish 
Aeronautical Association and AOPA Finland. The cooperation will be continued as jointly agreed. The project’s 
outputs include this guideline to support the development of safety at all Finnish skydiving clubs. This 
guideline also implements one of the Safety Investigation Authority’s safety recommendations concerning 
the Jämi accident (investigation report). 
 
Guideline for parachuting flight operations 
One aspect of the training support material effort is to provide additional guidelines for skydiving clubs, 
particularly for parachuting flight operations. The drafting of these materials is led by Mari Lehtonen, Safety 
Officer of the Parachuting Committee at the SIL. The working group includes skydivers and parachuting pilots 
from clubs all over Finland. Trafi supports the work of this group. The launch workshop for the parachuting 
guidelines was held at Malmi Airport on 27 May 2015. The guidelines were also discussed at the parachuting 
safety seminar organised by the SIL at the Aviation Museum in Vantaa on 31 October 2015 and described in 
a talk at the Lentoon! (Take off!) seminar in November 2015. 
 
Providing guidelines is one of the actions proposed in the Recreational aviation risk survey. This also fulfils 
safety recommendation no. 2 of the accident investigation report (L2014-02) published by the Safety 
Investigation Authority concerning the Jämi crash. A safety bulletin entitled Flight safety in parachuting 

https://www.traficom.fi/fi/harrasteilmailun-turvallisuusprojekti
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/19477-Harrasteilmailun_turvallisuusprojektin_loppuraportti_1_2016.pdf
https://turvallisuustutkinta.fi/en/index/tutkintaselostukset/ilmailuonnettomuuksientutkinta/tutkintaselostuksetvuosittain/2014/l2014-02kahdeksanlaskuvarjohyppaajankuolemaanjohtanutlento-onnettomuusjamijarvella20.4.2014.html
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operations (Appendix 4) was published in April as an aid for the work. The purpose of the bulletin was to 
remind skydiving clubs to go over their safety procedures before the beginning of the season in 2015. The 
guidelines will include in-depth information on, for instance, the themes highlighted in the safety bulletin.  
 
 
August 2016 
It was agreed that matters described in instructions already applied by skydiving clubs should be compiled in 
this guideline so that, for example, the above-mentioned recommendations are taken into account. Clubs 
already apply very good parachuting instructions which are utilised in this guideline. Thus, safety is a common 
goal in this respect as well. We would like to thank the following people for their comments: Lasse 
Lintukangas, Sami Wainio, Kimmo Paularanta, Mari Lehtonen, Esa Harju and Simo Aro. 
 
This is a model guideline that does not take account of the special characteristics of each jump plane type, 
organisation or operating site. In addition, the skydiving clubs’ existing instructions serve as excellent starting 
points, but their functionality, up-to-dateness and consideration of issues emphasised in this guideline should 
be reviewed during this season, but no later than the season of 2017. The persons responsible for the club’s 
activities are also responsible for preparing (updating) instructions that take account of the special 
characteristics of the club and the aircraft type. 
 
May 2018 
 
This version of the guideline (2.0, 6 May 2018) is largely based on the original version of 12 August 2016. The 
most significant changes concern the practices and guidelines introduced by the NCO (Annex VII (Part-NCO) 
to Regulation (EU) 965/2012, Section NCO.SPEC, specialised operations, etc.) (see also 
https://www.traficom.fi/fi/ei-kaupallinen-lentotoiminta). Models and instructions (and other parachuting 
flight material) are publicly available on the Parachuting Committee’s parachuting flight operations website. 
This is a model guideline that does not take account of the special characteristics of each jump plane type, 
organisation or operating site. The persons responsible for the club’s activities are also responsible for 
preparing (updating) instructions that take account of the special characteristics of the club and the aircraft 
type. 
 
November 2019 
 
This version of the guideline (3.0, 8 November 2019) is largely based on the previous version 2.0 which was 
published on 6 May 2018. Many of the changes involve updated links to Traficom’s and the Parachuting 
Committee’s websites (links highlighted in green have also been updated). The guideline takes account of 
the Finnish Aeronautical Association’s safety management system for aviation clubs (so-called Club SMS). In 
addition, various good examples, other clarifications and emphases presented in individual clubs’ instructions 
have been included in the guideline. The guideline’s appendices include new model instructions concerning 
a training programme for parachuting pilots applied by one of the clubs, exemplary tables for calculating 
aircraft mass and centre of gravity and a phraseology for parachuting operations. This document STILL 
remains a model guideline that does not take account of the special characteristics of each jump plane 
type, organisation or operating site. The persons responsible for the club’s activities are also responsible 
for preparing (updating) instructions that take account of the special characteristics of the club and the 
aircraft type. We would like to thank Jari Kemppainen for his comments. 
 
 
We welcome any comments, proposed improvements and user experiences, etc. They enable us to develop 
both parachuting flight safety and this guideline together. 
 
Finnish Aeronautical Association / Parachuting Committee 
lt@laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi 
 

https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/22418-Lentotoiminnan_vaatimukset_-_Yleisilmailu.pdf
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/23604-NCO_SPEC.pdf
https://www.traficom.fi/fi/ei-kaupallinen-lentotoiminta
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
https://www.ilmailuliitto.fi/ilmailuliitto/sil/tyoryhmat/turvallisuustoimikunta/kerho-sms/
mailto:lt@laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi?subject=Feedback%20on%20the%20Guideline%20for%20parachuting%20flight%20operations.
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THIS GUIDELINE IS NOT AN AUTHORITATIVE 
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ACRONYMS: 
AA = automatic activation, a method of skydiving training 
AFF = Accelerated Free Fall, a method of skydiving training 
AGL = Above Ground Level 
AMC = Acceptable Means of Compliance (see EASA) 
C-182 = Cessna-182, aircraft type: 4–5 skydivers and a pilot 
CSO = Chief Safety Officer, responsible for the activities of the association’s licensed skydivers 
Cypres = An electronic device that automatically releases the reserve parachute; refers to a specific make 
and model 
EASA = European Aviation Safety Agency 
EU = European Union 
EX = Exit (a skydiver’s exit from the aircraft on a parachuting flight) 
FAA = Federal Aviation Administration 
FT = Feet, measure of length, 1 ft = 0.3048 m 
FXC = Reserve parachute automatic activation device, mechanical 
GM = Guidance Material 
HoF = Head of Training, responsible for the organisation’s student training 
JM = Jumpmaster, parachuting instructor 
KT = Knots, unit of speed, 1 kt = 0.5144 m/s 
METAR = Standard format for recording and reporting weather observations, current weather 
MTOW = Maximum Takeoff Weight 
NCO = Non-Commercial Air Operations with Other-than Complex Motor-Powered Aircraft, Annex VII to 
Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 
OPS = Air Operations, norms that regulate flight operations 
PC = Parachuting Committee at Finnish Aeronautical Association 
RP = Reserve Parachute 
QRT = Quarts, unit of volume, 1 qrt = 0.946 l 
SERA = Standardised European Rules of the Air 
SIL = Finnish Aeronautical Association 
SMS = Safety Management System 
SPEC = Special requirements, e.g. NCO.SPEC.105 Checklist 
STC = Standard 
TAF = Standard format for recording and reporting weather observations, weather forecast 
 
 

The model guideline’s version history:  
 First published version 12 August 2016 

 Second published version, 2.0, 6 May 2018 

 Third published version, 3.0, 8 November 2019 

Changes since the previous version of the model guideline:  
 Updates brought by version 2.0 to the original are highlighted in green. 

 Updates brought by version 3.0 to version 2.0 are highlighted in blue.  
 
  

http://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/acceptable-means-of-compliance-and-guidance-materials
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/22418-Lentotoiminnan_vaatimukset_-_Yleisilmailu.pdf
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BASIC INFORMATION 

Name of club guideline: 

Name of club: 

Aircraft specifications, STCs, etc.: 

Authors of the club’s guideline for parachuting flight operations: 

Version history: 

Changes since the previous version: 

Notes, club entries, etc.: 
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1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
{This general guideline serves as a model based on which clubs can draw up their own corresponding 
guidelines. Not all matters discussed in the guideline concern each club, and, correspondingly, some clubs 
may need to include additional aspects in their guidelines.} 
 
This guideline does not replace the technical manual of [aircraft] {aircraft type and ID} which must also be 
read. 
 
This guideline is of advisory nature, and the pilot must primarily comply with valid regulations and orders. 
Even if certain matters are not discussed in this guideline, it does not mean that those matters could be 
neglected. Ultimately, we all must contribute to the safety of aviation, irrespective of the aviation duties we 
perform. 
 

1.1 Purpose of the guideline 
 
The purpose of this guideline is to act as an information package where the parachuting flight practices of 
[club] {club name} are stated. In addition, the guideline aims at unifying the essential aspects of [club]’s 
parachuting pilots’ activities and to facilitate the familiarisation of new pilots with the methods applied at 
[club]. 
 
It is helpful to review the guideline at the start of each season and whenever it feels necessary. This promotes 
the application of proven, uniform practices. 
 
The guideline is intended for the club’s parachuting pilots. The guideline must be complied with unless flight 
safety, aviation regulations, the club’s directives or airmanship require otherwise. 
 
This guideline was approved by the [club board OR executive committee] on [date]. 
 
[If required, the Guideline for parachuting flight operations is updated either with a new version or additional 
appendices.] {A corresponding remark is required, as the guideline must be regularly reviewed and updated 
if necessary.} 
 

1.2 Objective of parachuting flight operations 
 
The objective of parachuting flight operations is to enable parachute jumps by taking the jumpers to an 
agreed altitude and location safely and economically in accordance with the relevant rules and instructions. 
The pilot’s task is to achieve this objective to the best of their abilities and as safely as possible in cooperation 
with the manifest and load organiser/instructor [and the pilots of any other jump planes] under the 
supervision of the air traffic control, if any. 
 

1.3 Rules and restrictions 
 
Parachuting activities are subject to Aviation Regulation OPS M6-1 19 May 2017. Parachuting pilots must be 
familiar with the content of the regulation. The amendments to the regulation (compared to the 2010 
regulation) were mainly due to the fact that the transition period for the application of the provisions laid 
down by the EU’s Air Operations Regulation (965/2012) expired in April 2017. Therefore, the new OPS M6-1 
does not contain many regulations that concern pilots and aircraft. In addition, EU regulation on parachuting 

http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/43265/TRAFI_35830_03_04_00_00_2017_FI_Laskuvarjohyppytoiminta.pdf
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flight operations is, in places, more general in nature and less detailed than the parts to be removed from 
the national regulation. BUT: 

 The removal of detailed requirements places emphasis on the actors’ responsibility in 
implementing the activities in a safe and sensible manner. 

 In the future, some of the sections to be removed can be taken into account in instructions issued by 
authorities. Actually, this has already been done in part (e.g. guidelines for parachuting flight 
operations (such as this guideline) drawn up jointly with recreational aviation organisations and 
Trafi’s safety bulletins on parachuting activities 2015 and 2017).  

 However, the Air Operations Regulation and the EASA Regulation 3 (Annex IV, section 1.c) generally 
emphasise the responsibility of the pilot-in-command for the operation of the aircraft and the 
safety of the persons on board. 

 The familiarisation of parachuting pilots with the activities is emphasised in, for example, Trafi 
bulletin on flight safety in parachuting activities (14 April 2015).  

 The determination of aircraft mass and centre of gravity is provided for in sections NCO.POL.100–105 
of the Air Operations Regulation. 

 The use of the actual weights (masses) of skydivers and the aircraft’s actual centre of gravity is 
emphasised in Trafi’s instructions and bulletins. 

 
As of 13 November 2014, flight operations shall comply with the EU’s common rules of the air: 

 SERA – Standardised Rules of the Air; Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 923/2012 of 26 
September 2012 laying down the common rules of the air and operational provisions regarding 
services and procedures in air navigation 

 Implementing Regulation (EU) No 2016/1185 amending the common rules of the air 

 In addition, Traficom regulations supplementing the common rules of the air shall be taken into 
account. 

 
OPS M1-1: Rules of the air applicable in Finland. 
923/2012: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1411314857158&uri=CELEX:32012R0923. 
2016/1185:https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/FI/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.L_.2016.196.01.0003.01.ENG 
https://www.traficom.fi/en/transport/aviation/national-aviation-regulations 
 
The parachuting flight operations of [name of club] comply with the Guideline for parachuting flight 
operations, the aircraft’s flight manual, aviation regulations and airmanship. In addition, the safety 
management system of [club name] is complied with. {If the club already has an SMS, further information is 
available at, for example: www.ilmailuliitto.fi/ilmailuliitto/sil/tyoryhmat/turvallisuustoimikunta/kerho-
sms/ (and in Appendix 5 of this guideline).} 
 

1.4 Role and responsibility of the pilot in parachuting flight operations 
 
As pilot-in-command, the pilot has undivided responsibility for the aircraft and the safety of the skydivers on 
board. However, service provision to the skydivers may not lead to non-compliance with the Aviation Act 
(864/2014), aviation regulations or club-specific instructions. In accordance with the Aviation Act, the pilot-
in-command has the right to refuse a passenger’s entry on board when necessary for maintaining order and 
safety or for other imperative reasons. 
 
The pilot is solely responsible for ensuring that the flight is planned and performed in compliance with the 
rules. The load organiser, the instructors (jumpmasters, free fall instructors) and the independent skydivers 
are responsible for ensuring that the jump is performed in compliance with the rules and that they act under 
the authority of the pilot-in-command (pilot) on board the aircraft. 
 

https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/17290-Trafi_tiedote_04_2015_turvallisuudesta_laskuvarjohyppylennoilla.pdf
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/23724-Laskuvarjohyppytoiminnan_muuttuvat_pelisaannot.pdf
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/17290-Trafi_tiedote_04_2015_turvallisuudesta_laskuvarjohyppylennoilla.pdf
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/17290-Trafi_tiedote_04_2015_turvallisuudesta_laskuvarjohyppylennoilla.pdf
http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/44467/TRAFI_499813_03_04_00_00_2016_Suomessa_sovellettavat_lentosaannot_FI.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1411314857158&uri=CELEX:32012R0923
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/FI/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.196.01.0003.01.ENG
https://www.traficom.fi/en/transport/aviation/national-aviation-regulations
http://www.ilmailuliitto.fi/ilmailuliitto/sil/tyoryhmat/turvallisuustoimikunta/kerho-sms/
http://www.ilmailuliitto.fi/ilmailuliitto/sil/tyoryhmat/turvallisuustoimikunta/kerho-sms/
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The pilot is also responsible for ensuring that the club’s aircraft is handled carefully and appropriately in 
compliance with the Guideline for parachuting flight operations and the aircraft manual to avoid any 
unnecessary damage. 
 
The pilot shall report any defects, shortcomings or malfunctions observed by them or the load organiser (or 
other skydivers) to the chief pilot of [club name] {or other agreed person}.  
 
Parachuting flight operations are a demanding type of aviation, where the pilot’s objective is to serve the 
skydivers and meet the requirements set by the sport as best they can. The performance of the pilot’s duties 
may involve difficult and possibly quick decisions to ensure compliance with the rules. The pilot should be 
prepared to make such decisions. 
 
The duties and authority of the pilot-in-command are specified in NCO.SPEC.110.  
 

1.5 Required pilot training 
 
Section 3.3 of the repealed OPS M6-1 of 9.7.2010 specified the following: The pilot-in-command shall have 
at least 100 hours of total flight experience, of which at least 75 hours consist of flight experience with aircraft 
of the relevant category, in this case, aeroplanes. In addition, they must be familiarised with parachuting and 
the properties of the aircraft or equipment concerning parachuting flight operations in advance. 
 
Although this section has been removed from the valid version of OPS M6-1 (19 May 2017), and the EU’s Air 
Operations Regulation does not lay down detailed experience requirements, such requirements may be 
imposed by the terms of insurance. Furthermore, due to the demanding nature of parachuting flight 
operations, the club should carefully consider the minimum requirements of admittance to parachuting 
pilot training. 
 
Moreover, as for aeronautical equipment still under national jurisdiction, the requirements of the right to 
carry passengers are included in regulation OPS M2-9, and for this purpose, skydivers are considered equal 
to passengers. 
 
[Aircraft insurance {or other club-specific instructions and/or restrictions} may require a minimum of  flight 
experience with the aircraft type used. To be listed here.] 
 
The validity of the right to carry passengers shall be checked prior to each parachuting flight. EASA part FCL, 
Section FCL.060 (Recent experience). 
 
{List of the club’s approved pilots and the validity of qualifications, medicals and check flights; cf. head of 
training’s list of approved instructors; updated before the start of the season} 
 
{In addition, licence number, pilot weight, any restrictions and contact information, for example, are likely 
to be useful to the club.} 
 
{Example table for the club’s approved pilots.} 
 

PILOTS APPROVED FOR PARACHUTING FLIGHT OPERATIONS 2016 

 
PILOT 

LICENCE CLASS / 
VALIDITY OF 
QUALIFICATION 

MEDICAL 
VALID 
UNTIL 

REFRESHER 
COURSE / CHECK 
FLIGHT 
COMPLETED 

OTHER INFORMATION 

https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/23604-NCO_SPEC.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02011R1178-20140403&from=EN
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Gyro Gearloose 
Address 
Tel. 
Email 
Weight 

PPL / CESSNA SET 
/ 18/12/2018 

06/06/2018 05/05/2018 Chief pilot, formation 
flight training completed 

Donald Duck 
Address 
Tel. 
Email 
Weight 

CPL / CESSNA SET 
/ 18/02/2017 

05/02/2019 05/05/2017 Formation flight training 
completed 

Mickey Mouse 
Tel. 
Email 
Weight 

CPL / CESSNA SET 
/ 15/07/2017 

07/07/2018 01/01/2018 Flight examiner / flight 
instructor 

Minnie Mouse 
Tel. 
Email 
Weight 

PPL / SEP / 
18/02/2017 

07/07/2018 02/07/2017 Training completed on 
05/06/2016 

 
[Other requirements, such as aircraft-specific difference trainings, qualifications and, for example, spring 
refresher training prior to the season’s first parachuting flight.] 
 
[Name of club] requires that new parachuting pilot trainees meet {at least, for example,} the following 
requirements: 

 Valid licence and medical 

 Qualification to fly the aircraft class in question 

 Requirements set by the club 

 The club organisation’s approval for the training 

 Club membership 

 Completed parachuting pilot training and signed commitment. 
 
New parachuting pilots of [name of club] are trained by a flight instructor familiar with parachuting flight 
operations (type training). Familiarisation with actual parachuting flight operations is supervised by [the flight 
operations manager] {club-specific designation such as: responsible pilot, responsible flight operator, chief 
pilot, etc.} or a person authorised by the executive committee/board of [name of club]. All training and 
induction must comply with aviation regulations and the training programme/training plan approved by the 
club. 
 
{The training plan states which items are covered by the parachuting pilot training. The plan concerns both 
theoretical and flight training. The items covered by the training are listed based on learning goals rather 
than predefined hour quotas. The training plan is appended with conversion trainings such as class rating 
trainings. Completed items are acknowledged so that the content and date of training can be presented to 
the authorities if necessary. In other words, the objective is to define and document minimum training 
requirements and the pilots’ qualification to fly the jump plane.} 
 
{Competency maintenance plan / Continuous qualification plan, etc. that specifies the conditions under 
which a pilot may perform the club’s parachuting flights and provides instructions for renewing this 
authorisation. The plan specifies, for example, the conditions and content of spring refresher flights (see 
example in Appendix 3) and the longest permissible break from parachuting flight operations.} 
 
{For more information on the model training programme, refer to Appendix 6 which specifies the 
parachuting pilot’s experience and training requirements at a certain club. If an appended training 
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programme is used, the aforementioned matters may be presented in the appendix, and the text of this 
section can be replaced with: “The experience and training requirements of parachuting pilots are specified 
in the Parachuting flight training programme of [club name].”} 
 

1.6 Load organiser 
 
Each load must be assigned a load organiser who is responsible for the load’s operation. The load organiser 
of a student load is usually an instructor (such as a jumpmaster or a free fall instructor) and at other times an 
independent skydiver {varies aircraft-specifically}. If the supervising instructor acts as load organiser and 
jumps from a lower altitude than the rest of the load, it must be agreed in advance who acts as the load 
organiser for the remainder of the flight. Both the pilot and the skydivers must know who acts as load 
organiser at all times during the flight. The load organiser’s most important tasks are to communicate with 
the pilot and to provide other skydivers with the necessary instructions. 
 
If the aircraft is equipped with a headset system for communication with the pilot, the load organiser should 
use them throughout the flight to secure communication between them and the pilot. 
 
Communication and cooperation on parachuting flights should be practised jointly by pilots and load 
organisers. Particular attention should be paid to exceptional situations.  
 
Instructions on other communication and checks (e.g. the use of seat belts and jump lights) as well as 
exceptional situations are provided also to skydivers in club-specific skydiving instructions. {Naturally, such 
instructions are also presented in the appropriate section of this guide.} 
 
Thus, all matters concerning skydivers should be stated in the skydivers’ instructions. A model of skydiving 
instructions that specify the load organiser’s duties and extensively present other matters to be discussed 
in skydivers’ instructions (including NCO) is available at the Parachuting Committee’s website. 
 
The load organiser or the pilot may deny a load member who fails to comply with parachuting instructions 
or regulations from jumping.  
 
The load organiser’s position on the jump plane should allow for the best possible direct communication with 
the pilot. The load organiser should be seated [foremost next to the pilot]. [Load organiser(s) should also be 
recorded in the load list]. {Enter the club’s agreed practice}. 
 
Load organiser’s duties (from the parachuting pilot’s perspective; there are also other tasks which are stated 
in the skydivers’ instructions) include: 

 implementing and supervising the load’s compliance with instructions and regulations concerning 
parachuting activities 

 [if there is no ground person, notifying the pilot about the matter] 

 [informs the pilot of the skydivers’ masses and provides the pilot with a total mass calculation which 
can be, for example, the load list] 

 [completing the electronic load list before entering the aircraft] 
o [the system allows the pilot to see the total mass and the centre of gravity] 

 determining the jump order 

 [ensuring that the propeller danger zone is clear during engine start and communicating this to the 
pilot by saying “PROPELLER CLEAR” (the pilot is responsible for safety)] 

 providing the pilot with instructions or a jump plan before and during the flight [as agreed, for 
example, audibly and/or using hand signals or via the intercom] 

o [for example, reporting students, the number of jump runs, high deployments, tandems and 
parachute handling practice jumps and wingsuits] 

http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/hyppytoiminnanohje-malli-pdf/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/hyppytoiminnanohje-malli-pdf/
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/22418-Lentotoiminnan_vaatimukset_-_Yleisilmailu.pdf
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 [determining the exit point and reporting it to the pilot] 

 taking responsibility for the load’s operation during loading and the parachuting flight 

 informing the load of the location [enter here] of the checklists concerning other skydivers on board 
(NCO) 

 reporting (to the pilot) any defects, shortcomings or malfunctions observed by them or by other 
skydivers that may affect the airworthiness or safety of the aircraft and any incidents that 
compromise or may compromise the safety of the operation 

 in exceptional or dangerous situations, communicating with the pilot and leading the skydivers 

 [seat belts fastened, helmets on, movement on board, {any other club-specific matters}] 

 [monitoring the jumps and landings of other skydivers unless there is a ground person (note: student 
loads must have a ground person who has a communication line with the jump plane pilot)] 

 
Comment: If a load list (or other document containing the load information) is provided to the pilot, it must 
be prepared from the pilot’s perspective. For example, metres should be converted to feet and flight altitudes 
to flight levels. In addition, it is advisable to include information on, for example, high deployments (e.g. 
tandems and parachute handling practice jumps) and the use of wingsuits. These should be stated in the 
skydivers’ instructions, and an NCO checklist should be prepared (see Chapter 6). 
 
Comment: The pilot must be allowed to concentrate on their demanding flight performance, particularly 
during climb and when entering the exit altitude, etc. This is even more important if the pilot is inexperienced. 
In addition, any surprising changes, such as additional exit altitudes, etc., consume the pilot’s capacity. Such 
matters should be stated in the skydivers’ instructions. 
 
{Further information: NCO.SPEC.120 Task specialist’s, i.e. load organiser’s skydiver’s duties. Note: When 
the first version of this guideline (2016) was drawn up, it was assumed that the task specialist would be 
the load organiser. However, this is not the case. Instead, task specialist refers to all skydivers.} 
 

1.7 Pilot’s capacity and rest periods 
 
Special attention must be paid to the pilot’s capacity already when planning flight shifts. All-day shifts must 
be avoided, and it must be ensured that the pilot has adequate breaks and gets sufficient amounts of food 
and drink during their shift. 
 
The following matters must be agreed on by the club’s organisation and brought to the attention of 
skydivers in particular. In other words, these matters should be stated in the skydivers’ instructions as far 
as the skydivers are concerned. 

 The parachuting activities are planned in accordance with the number of skydivers and the aircraft’s 
refuelling and inspections. 

 At the start of the day, each pilot informs the manifest, the director of jumping activities, the ground 
person or other responsible person of their need for breaks. 

 In order to maintain the safety of parachuting flight operations, the pilot must be provided with 
sufficient rest periods. The significance of rest is emphasised if the pilot is not experienced in 
parachuting flight operations, at the start of the season and when operating in unfamiliar conditions. 

 To ensure that the pilot receives sufficient rest, refuelling should be performed by, for example, 
skydivers or designated refuelling personnel. This ensures that the pilot’s break is not used up by 
refuelling the aircraft so that they get to eat, drink and rest. 

 If more than one of the club’s pilots are present, it is advisable to stagger the activities so that one 
pilot does not perform all flights. 

 When operating in camp conditions, it must be ensured that the pilot gets sufficient rest between 
parachuting days. 

https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/23604-NCO_SPEC.pdf
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 Having an on-call substitute pilot is beneficial in situations where the need to change pilot arises 
unexpectedly. 

 

1.8 Right attitude and its significance 
 
The pilot must understand their responsibility for the safety of their passengers and assume an appropriate 
attitude. Parachuting flight operations may not be carried out just to accumulate flight time. The most 
common hazardous attitudes listed by the FAA: 

 Anti-authority (“Don’t tell me.”)  

 Impulsivity (“Do it quickly.”)  

 Invulnerability (“It won’t happen to me.”)  

 Macho: “I can do it!”  

 Resignation: “What’s the use?”  
 

1.9 Adequate capacity to perform parachuting flights 
 
Adequate capacity to perform parachuting flights, a safety-oriented attitude and good aircraft control and 
handling skills ensure safe and successful performance. 
 

1.10 Other information [insert items if required] 
 
To be included in the next version of the guideline if required (naturally, clubs may record any considerations 
immediately and submit comments and suggestions to the Parachuting Committee): 
 
All matters concerning skydivers should be stated in the skydivers’ instructions. 
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2 FLIGHT PREPARATIONS 

2.1 Weather 
 
The pilot is responsible for ensuring that the flight is performed in compliance with the rules. Correspondingly, 
the load organiser (instructor or independent jumper) is responsible for ensuring that jumps are performed 
in compliance with the rules. 
 
Meteorology for general aviators 
Within the framework of the recreational aviation safety project, the Finnish transport authority (formerly 
known as Trafi) commissioned a meteorological training package and additional learning material for general 
aviators from the Finnish Meteorological Institute. The package and additional material were published on 
19 November 2015. The purpose of the meteorological training material is to provide as practical information 
as possible on weather and its impact on recreational aviation, taking account of the typical features of 
Finland’s climate and weather conditions. Meteorology and anticipation of weather conditions for aviators: 

 Meteorology for general aviators IX 2015 

 Additional material for meteorology for general aviators IX 2015 
 
The weather minima for parachuting flight operations are presented in the Rules of the Air, Section 
SERA.5001. Note that in controlled airspace, the minimum vertical distance to clouds is always 1,000 feet 
(excluding special VFR in the vicinity). 
 
Climbing above the cloud layer is permissible if a distance compliant with the minima can be maintained. See 
SERA.5001, VMC visibility and distance from cloud minima: 

 

 
 

SECTION 5 

Visual meteorological conditions, visual flight rules, special VFR and instrument flight rules 

SERA.5001 VMC visibility and distance from cloud minima 

VMC visibility and distance from cloud minima are contained in Table S5-1. 

Table S5-1 (*) 

Altitude band Airspace class Flight visibility Distance from cloud 
 

At and above 3,050 m (10,000 
ft) AMSL 

A (**) B C D E F G 8 km 1,500 m horizontally 
300 m (1,000 ft) vertically 
 

Below 3,050 m (10,000 ft) 
AMSL and above 900 m (3,000 
ft) AMSL, or above 300 m 

(1,000 ft) above terrain, 
whichever is the higher 

A (**) B C D E F G 5 km 1,500 m horizontally 
300 m (1,000 ft) vertically 
 

At and below 900 m (3,000 ft) 

AMSL, or 300 m (1,000 ft) 
above terrain, whichever is 

the higher  

A (**) B C D E 5 km 1,500 m horizontally 

300 m (1,000 ft) vertically 
 

 

F G 5 km (***) Clear of cloud and with the 
surface in sight 
 

 

 (*) When the height of the transition altitude is lower than 3,050 m (10,000 ft) AMSL, FL 100 shall be used 

in lieu of 10,000 ft. 

(**) The VMC minima in Class A airspace are included for guidance to pilots and do not imply acceptance of  

VFR flights in Class A airspace. 

(***) When so prescribed by the competent authority: 

(a) flight visibilities reduced to not less than 1,500 m may be permitted for flights operating: 

(1) at speeds of 140 kts IAS or less to give adequate opportunity to observe

  other traffic or any obstacles in time to avoid collision; or 

(2) in circumstances in which the probability of encounters with other traffic 

 would normally be low, e.g. in areas of low volume traffic and for aerial work 

 at low levels; 

(b) HELICOPTERS may be permitted to operate in less than 1,500 m but not less than 800 m 

 flight visibility, if manoeuvred at a speed that will give adequate opportunity to observe 

 other traffic or any obstacles in time to avoid collision. Flight visibilities lower than 800 m

 may be permitted for special cases, such as medical flights, search and rescue operations and

  fire-fighting. 

http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1447922147/9dde269d3320379ff043ed0946ecd2d5/19052-Lentosaaoppia_harrasteilmailijoille_XI_2015.pdf
http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1447922157/a8edb9e28a017472a64f5722ff177aca/19053-Lisamateriaalia_harrasteilmailijoille_XI_2015.pdf
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 Controlled airspace uncontrolled airspace 

FI EN 

lentonäkyvyys flight visibility 

etäisyys pilvestä distance from cloud 

lentonäkyvyys flight visibility 

etäisyys pilvestä distance from cloud 

näkyvissä visible 

erossa pilvestä away from cloud 

 
OPS M6-1, Section 3.2: At the time of the exit, the skydiver must see the landing area or the exit point.  
An exception may be made to this requirement if the entire parachute jump takes place in a controlled 
airspace and/or Radio Mandatory Zone (RMZ), the cloud height is at least 3,000 ft and the aircraft is equipped 
to locate its position with sufficient accuracy. The exception may not be applied unless all parachute jumpers 
are at least independent skydivers (Section 4.1). It is not permissible to perform a parachute jump through 
clouds in other category G airspaces than the RMZ. 
 
 
{There may be airfield-specific additional restrictions. For example, when the EFOU CTR/TMA ATS unit is 
open, only VMC parachuting operations.} 
 
In the exit situation, the safety of the skydiver and their fall line in relation to the clouds must be taken into 
account. A parachute jump may not be performed if, on the basis of aeronautical communications, it is 
obvious that performing the jump could endanger flight safety. 
 
Wind speed may often limit parachuting activities. Wind-related requirements are presented in SIL’s 
Functional instructions and eligibility requirements for skydivers: 
 
The ground wind speed limits for parachute jumps are as follows: 
 

Qualification Wind m/s Wind kt 

Student Max. 8 15 

Licence A Max. 8 15 

http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/toiminnalliset-ohjeet/
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Licence B, C or D Max. 11 21 

Tandem student Max. 11 21 

Round-type parachute as main or 
reserve parachute 

Max. 8 15 

 
Before take-off, the parachuting pilot must ensure that the maximum wind speed (gusts) does not exceed 
the situational values above. If necessary, the speed of gusts must be asked from [air traffic control]. If the 
wind limits are exceeded, the load organiser [and manifest, ground person, skydiving club or another 
corresponding party] must be notified immediately. 
 

2.2. Aircraft inspection 
 

2.2.1 Documentation 
 
The airworthiness of the aircraft must be ensured first. When inspecting the documentation, it must be 
ensured that [at least] the following documents are included: 

 Certificate of airworthiness, valid. 

 Airworthiness review certificate, valid, records. 

 Weighing record, valid, less than 5 years old. 

 Journey log book, no unacknowledged fault entries, time for maintenance. 

 Registration certificate. 

 Radio licence, valid. 

 Insurance certificate, valid. 

 [Season ticket, valid]. 
 
 

2.2.2 External inspection 
 
The daily aircraft inspection is carried out in accordance with the instructions in the aircraft manual. However, 
particular attention should be paid to inspecting parts subject to heavy wear in parachuting activities. These 
include: 

 landing gear 

 wing strut 

 jump door 

 interior 

 [automatic activation cord mounting bracket and threshold strips] 

 jump door side of the rear airframe 

 wing flaps 

 horizontal stabilizer and elevator 

 aileron and rudder mass balances 
 
The inspection is carried out in accordance with the daily check list. 
 
The purity of [petrol, diesel, jet fuel] should be checked in accordance with the manual before moving the 
aircraft. There are [four] points for checking the fuel for water [two under the wings, one under the engine 
and one under the cockpit] {general instructions for Cessnas}. The fuel sample is not poured to the ground 
but into a dedicated container. 
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2.3 Refuelling 
 

2.3.1 Fuel 
 
{Compare to Section 2.6.1 Fuel; the same information does not have to be stated twice.} 
The consumption of the club’s aircraft [ID] in parachuting operations is approximately [xx l/h or x l/min] {e.g. 
60 l/h or one litre per minute}. In normal operation, the aircraft is refuelled to [x] litres, which is usually 
enables flying [x] parachuting loads. 
{The refuelling volumes are specific to aircraft, situation and club, but they should be defined with sufficient 
accuracy.}  
 
The fuel level is checked at least every time the aircraft is refuelled. The measurement takes place {write 
down the club’s procedure and note that fuel dipsticks, for example, are aircraft-specific}. However, at the 
start and during each flight, the pilot must be aware of the operating time and the amount of fuel currently 
available. 
 
[If refuelling from a tank with no water separator or from canisters, a funnel and a chamois filter 
or a funnel intended for this purpose must be used. In addition, it must be ensured that the funnel and the 
canister/fuel gun are earthed.] 
 
When flying with relatively low amounts of fuel, as is often the case on parachuting flights, fuel supply to the 
engine may be prevented when side-slipping even a little. [To minimise this situation, the fuel cock is always 
kept in the BOTH position.] 
 
According to NCO.OP.125, the minimum fuel reserve is 10 minutes if the flight is performed in compliance 
with the VFR Rules of the Air in daytime, the take-off and landing take place at the same aerodrome and the 
aircraft remains at a constant visual distance from that aerodrome/landing site. {It is recommended, 
however, that a fuel reserve of half an hour is kept in the tank when returning from a parachuting flight, 
as fuel volume measurement is never completely accurate and weather conditions, for example, may cause 
unpredictable waiting times on local flights. On the other hand, excess fuel adds unnecessary weight to the 
aircraft. Thus, the transport of unnecessary fuel should be minimised.} 
 
 
{The following is ONLY A CASE EXAMPLE (C-182, petrol)} 
 
The consumption of the club’s aircraft in parachuting operations is approximately 55 l/h, that is, less than one litre per 
minute. The aircraft type is Cessna 182P. In parachuting operations, the minimum fuel reserve is 30 litres. In that case, 
the tanks have a total of 49 litres of fuel which means that the amount of fuel left unused is 19 litres. When flying with 
relatively low amounts of fuel, fuel supply to the engine may be prevented when side-slipping even a little. To minimise 
this situation, the fuel cock is always kept in the BOTH position. 
 
The fuel level is checked at least every time the aircraft is refuelled. The measurement is carried out using the aircraft’s 
own fuel dipstick. The dipstick’s readings from 30 to 70 mean litres of fuel in the tank. Note that the measured readings 
are significantly affected by the aircraft’s position. If the dipstick does not get wet, all you can know is that there is less 
than 30 litres of fuel in the tank. A good method of recording the fuel quantity for each new load is to subtract flight 
consumption, that is, the number of flight minutes, from the fuel quantity at the start of the previous flight. 
 

Flight Fuel/l Flight time/min Consumption/l Fuel remaining/l  Refuelling/l 

1st 100 35 35 65 - 

2nd 65 15 15 50 50 

3rd 100 45 45 55 45 

 100     

 
Excess fuel adds unnecessary weight to the aircraft. Thus, the transport of unnecessary fuel should be minimised. 
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If refuelling from a tank with no water separator or from canisters, a funnel and a chamois filter or a funnel intended for 
this purpose must be used. In addition, it must be ensured that the funnel and the canister/fuel gun are earthed. 
 
The refuelling must be recorded in the aircraft’s journey log book for the flight date in question, e.g. 35+50+45L.  
 
Fuel quantity and remaining parachuting flight time. 

 

Measurement (L) Kg Parachuting flight 
time remaining 

50 36.1 0 

60 43.3 10 min 

80 57.7 30 min 

90 64.9 40 min 

100 72.1 50 min 

 
 

2.3.2 Oil 
 
The oil level is measured as part of the morning inspection when the engine is cold and, based on the 
inspection, oil is added as required.  
 
{More specific instructions are aircraft- and club-specific matters.} 
 
 
{The following is ONLY A CASE EXAMPLE (C-182, petrol). Check aircraft-specific procedures from the flight 
manual.} 
 
The oil level must remain between 9 and 10.5 QRT. There is no need for volumes higher than 10 QRT and flying is 
prohibited with volumes lower than 9 QRT. 
 
For example, if a volume of 9.5 QRT is measured in the morning inspection, 1 QRT should be added after a few hours of 
flight. Oil is always added as whole 1QRT containers. 
 
According to the engine manufacturer’s manual, oil supply to the engine ceases when the oil level falls to 6 QRT or lower 
and the nose position is 15° upward or downward. 
 
If the oil level is checked during refuelling or otherwise during the flight day, it should be kept in mind that part of the oil 
is still in the engine outside the oil sump which means that the oil dipstick shows a reading lower than the actual volume. 
The dipstick reading changes when turning the dipstick loop 180° (i.e. loop facing upward). The difference is caused by 
the curvature of the dipstick tube and the tube’s position in relation to the oil level. 
 
Therefore, more attention should be paid to possible oil spills in such inspections. Leaks may occur, for example, at the 
crankshaft journal behind the propeller, that is, the crankshaft lip seal may leak. The leak may be caused by overpressure 
in the crankcase which may be caused by a blocked breather line. If the lip seal has bulged out of its place, the oil loss is 
significant and the aircraft must be serviced before the next parachuting flight. In addition, the seals of push rod 
protection pipes may harden and cause oil leakage. 
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If oil is observed in the windshield during the parachuting flight, the flight must be interrupted. Reduce throttle to 17” 
and set propeller blade angles to the lowest value (propeller lever to forward position). Agree with the load organiser 
whether an emergency jump is required because landing is easier with a smaller mass. If you have plenty of altitude, you 
should take the skydivers all the way to the aerodrome.  Refer to Chapter 5 EMERGENCY LANDING, EMERGENCY 
JUMP AND HAZARDOUS SITUATIONS. 
 
15–50W oil is used in the club’s aircraft [ID]. The use or addition of other types of oil is prohibited. Always use a funnel 
when adding oil and check the funnel’s cleanness before use.] 

 
 
{The following is ONLY A CASE EXAMPLE (C-182, SMA Diesel)} 
 
Oil level in C-182 aircraft equipped with an SMA engine (minor club-specific differences). 
 
The SMA engine has minimum and maximum limits between which the oil level should be kept in parachuting flight 
operations. If the oil level falls below the minimum, the engine may overheat as the oil not only lubricates the engine but 
also dissipates engine heat. The maximum limit must not be exceeded, as it is common for SMA engines in parachuting 
flight operations that the oil is discharged from the engine at a high rate, but the discharge ends at the maximum limit 
and continues as normal oil consumption. 
 
The minimum and maximum limits are 5.5 and 6.0 litres. According to the manufacturer, normal oil consumption is 
approx. 0.3 litres per flight hour in parachuting flight operations. It is a good practice to fill the tank with an hour’s worth 
of fuel + the reserve and to add oil to the maximum. 
 
After an hour of parachuting flight operations, the engine is cooled down according to the instructions and turned off. 
The aircraft is first refuelled after which the fuel level is checked using the dipstick. Only then can the oil level be checked. 
This allows the oil to settle to the oil sump from where the measurement is taken. If there is no need to refuel the aircraft, 
a sufficient break should be taken before the measurement and possible addition of oil. Oil is added as required without 
exceeding the maximum limit. 
 
It should also be noted that in warm weather, oil consumption may increase due to increased oil temperature. 
Consequently, the rate of climb should be increased and temperatures should be monitored. The manufacturer 
recommends to inspect the aircraft for oil leaks if oil consumption increases by more than 0.5 litres per hour. 

 
 
{The following is ONLY A CASE EXAMPLE (C-182, SMA Diesel)} 
 
Oil level in C-182 aircraft equipped with the SMA SR305-230-E on engine. (Model E) 
 
The SMA model E engine has minimum and maximum limits for oil (5.0 and 8.0 litres as indicated by the manufacturer) 
between which the oil level should be kept in parachuting flight operations. If the oil level falls below the minimum, the 
engine may overheat as the oil not only lubricates the engine but also dissipates engine heat. The maximum limit must 
not be exceeded, as it is common for SMA engines in parachuting flight operations that the oil is discharged from the 
engine at a high rate, but the discharge ends at the maximum limit set for the parachuting flight and continues as normal 
oil consumption. 
 

In parachuting flight operations, the minimum and maximum limits are 7.0 and 7.5 litres. According to the 

manufacturer, normal oil consumption is approx. 0.1–0.3 litres per flight hour in parachuting flight operations. It is a 
good practice to fill the tank with two hour’s worth of fuel including the reserve and to add oil to the maximum (7.5 
litres). 
 
After an hour of parachuting flight operations, the engine is cooled down according to the instructions and turned off. 
The aircraft is first refuelled after which the fuel level is checked using the dipstick (see Section 2.6.1 Fuel). Only then can 
the oil level be checked. This allows the oil to settle to the oil sump from where the measurement is taken. If there is no 
need to refuel the aircraft, a sufficient break should be taken before the measurement and possible addition of oil. Oil is 
added as required without exceeding the maximum limit. (7.5 litres). 
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It should also be noted that in warm weather, oil consumption may increase due to increased oil temperature. 
Consequently, the rate of climb should be increased and temperatures should be monitored. The manufacturer 
recommends to inspect the aircraft for oil leaks if oil consumption increases by more than 0.5 litres per hour. The aircraft 
should be inspected for oil leaks during refuelling. 
 
If excessive amounts of oil is observed in the windshield during the parachuting flight, the flight must be interrupted. 
Reduce throttle to 70. Agree with the load organiser whether an emergency jump is required because landing is easier 
with a smaller mass. If you have plenty of altitude, you should take the skydivers all the way to the aerodrome.  Refer 
to Chapter 5 EMERGENCY LANDING, EMERGENCY JUMP AND HAZARDOUS SITUATIONS. 
 

Aero Shell Ultra oil is used in the club’s aircraft [ID]. The use or addition of other types of oil is prohibited. 

 
Always use a funnel when adding oil and check the funnel’s cleanness before use.  
 

2.4 Flight planning 
 
The pilot must make preparations for the day’s flight operations by completing the following steps. {The 
steps are subject to remarkable club-specific variation. It is possible that some club-specific matters are not 
mentioned here. Such matters must be taken into account and recorded in the club’s Guideline for 
parachuting flight operations.} 
 
{The summary may follow the following model, for example:} 
 

The pilot must complete the following steps to prepare the day’s operations. 

 Checking the weather for the entire duration of the parachuting flight operations. NOTAMs. 

 Notifying the air traffic control or the area control centre about the commencement of parachuting flight 
operations prior to the first parachuting flight. Call the air traffic control by phone or submit a flight plan 
to the area control centre online or by phone. Pay attention to the start and end times, the upper limit of 
the airspace and remember to close the flight plan. If the pilot is changed, the pilot of the day’s last 
parachuting flight must be made aware of the change. 

 Inspecting and preparing the aircraft for parachuting operations. 

 There are members of the skydiving club present to open the gate. 

 
Provisions on flight preparations are laid down in SERA.2010. More detailed club-specific instructions must 
be recorded in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations in accordance with the rules. 
 
 

2.4.1 Acquiring weather information 
 
Check flight weather observations and forecasts, METAR (AWS-METAR) and TAF as well as the regional LLF. 

(Note: GAFOR has been replaced by low-level forecast (LLF), the use of which is instructed in the guide: 

https://ilmailusaa.fi/pdf/LLF_manual_FI.pdf) 

 
Note that TAFs are prepared for the purposes of commercial flight operations and do not present all weather 
changes that may affect parachuting activities. 

https://ilmailusaa.fi/pdf/LLF_manual_FI.pdf
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METAR does not contain maximum wind information, unless gusts are at least 10 knots faster than the mean 
wind. Ask [air traffic control] for the maximum wind value if there is reason to believe that it can affect the 
parachuting activities. 
 
It is advisable to check the FMI’s Aviation Weather 3-day surface wind and cloud cover forecast as well as the 
precipitation forecast. Wind forecasts for different altitudes are provided by www.windy.com, a site used by 
skydivers. {Mention any additional aids used by the club here.} 
 
 

2.4.2 Check bulletins/NOTAM 
 
Check the bulletins for any deviations expected for the flight day. For example, the airfield may be closed or 
only periodically open. 
 
 

2.4.3 Prepare a written flight plan 
 
A flight plan must be made for parachuting activities taking place in a controlled airspace or within an 

aerodrome flight information service (AFIS) zone during the service’s opening hours. {From the perspective 

of aviation rules, an AFIS airspace (e.g. Seinäjoki, within whose airspace the Alavus Aviation Club operates) 

is an uncontrolled airspace, but a flight plan is required when operating there during the opening hours of 

the AFIS unit.} 

 
{More detailed provisions on the content of the flight plan may be provided in Finavia’s guidelines or other 
corresponding documents.} 
 
 

2.4.4 Daily inspection and preparing the aircraft 
 
Perform the daily inspection in compliance with the instructions in Section [2.2.2], the flight manual and the 
club’s instructions. 
 
 

[2.4.5 Other activities] 
 
[Notify the air traffic control about the parachuting activities and find out which other activities take place at 
the airfield during the day (e.g. scheduled inbound and outbound flights). If the air traffic control is closed at 
the start of operations or throughout the operation, prepare a flight plan.] 
 

2.5 Equipment 
 
{The following information is aircraft-specific.} 
[The club’s aircraft [ID] should always be equipped with the equipment required for parachuting activities. If 
the aircraft is used for other flight operations, the plane must be equipped for parachuting afterwards. The 
jump door may only be used in parachuting activities.] {List the desired aircraft equipment for different 
situations.} 
 
[When performing parachuting operations, the pilot of the aircraft [ID] must be equipped with an emergency 
parachute.] 
 

https://ilmailusaa.fi/index.html#flash_checkbox=checked
https://ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/sade-ja-pilvialueet
http://www.windy.com/
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2.6 Loading 

2.6.1 Fuel 
 
{Compare to Section 2.3 Refuelling; the same information does not have to be stated twice.} 
 
Excess fuel adds unnecessary weight to the aircraft. Thus, the transport of unnecessary fuel should be 
minimised. 
 
{Enter characteristics specific to the club, airfield and aircraft; pay attention to safety-related aspects. It is 
advisable to add illustrative images where possible.} 
 
If refuelling from a tank with no water separator or from canisters, a funnel and a chamois filter or a funnel 
intended for this purpose must be used. In addition, it must be ensured that the funnel and the canister/fuel 
gun are earthed. 
 
 

[Example table on the relation of aviation petrol volume, weight and parachuting flight time (C-182, 
petrol)] 

Measurement 
(L) 

Kg Parachuting flight 
time remaining 

40 29 0 

60 43 20 min 

80 58 40 min 

100 72 60 min 

120 86 1 h 20 min 

 
EXAMPLE: Fuel quantities for C-182 aircraft equipped with the SMA engine. 
 

Measurement (litres) kg (0.8kg/litre, +15°C) Parachuting flight 
time (min) 

10+10 16 0  

30+30 48 60  

80 64 90 

100 (not 
recommended) 

80 120 

  Fuel reserve not taken into account. 15 min = 10 litres 
100 litres + reserve is not recommended due to the possibility of oil level falling below the minimum. 

 
{Club-specific instructions for recording fuel uplift in, for example, the journey log book and/or other 
systems should also be entered here.} 
 
 

2.6.2 Skydivers and their positions in the aircraft 
 
In addition to fuel and the basic weight, other transported mass consists of the pilot and the skydivers. 
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The aircraft load is generally restricted by the transported mass rather than the number of passengers 
(skydivers). 
 
{Example: C-182, petrol, EASA STC 10026913, mechanical supercharger, MTOW: 1,406 kg} 
 

[Maximum mass  1,406 kg 
Empty weight  812 kg 
Loading limit  594 kg 

 
When equipped for parachuting operations, the load mass available for the pilot, fuel and skydivers is, in this example: 
1,406 kg – 812 kg = 594 kg. 
 
Example table: C-182, petrol, EASA STC 10026913, mechanical supercharger, MTOW: 1,406 kg 

 
FI EN 

Hyppääjän maksimi keskipaino kun hyppääjiä 5 tai 
4 

Maximum skydiver average weight when the 
number of skydivers is 5 or 4 

5/4 hyppääjää 5/4 skydivers 

Pilotti + varjo Pilot + parachute 

Bensaa Fuel 
 
C-182 does not become tail-heavy easily. Thus, when adhering to normal loading principles – heavy objects in the front 
and, if necessary, compressed seating at the start – the aircraft should not become tail-heavy. The maximum weight at 
the cargo door is 54 kg.] 

 
The aircraft is loaded [at the general aviation ramp, at the refuelling site, etc.]. 
 
The actual mass of skydivers (and pilot) must be used for calculating the aircraft load. The actual mass is 
measured by weighing so that all equipment used is taken into account (i.e. the so-called exit weight).  
 
{Optimally, the manifest programme sums up the skydivers’ weights and takes account of the fuel mass 
and the pilot’s weight. The total weight is stated in the load list. This makes operation easier. The program 
does not allow overloading which happened in Utti, for example.} {Refer to Appendix 10 for further 
information.} 
 
Calculating the centre of gravity (balance calculation, centre of gravity) is a crucial, aircraft-specific matter. 
The information required for the calculation is provided in the flight manual of the aircraft. It is often 
justifiable to use a computer program, a spreadsheet or an appropriate form to make the calculation easier 
and faster. {Refer to Appendix 10 for further information.} 
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{Example: The Tampere Skydiving Club’s (Tamlk) load chart, centre of gravity, C-206, source material: Tamlk, 
Flight Operations Manual and Tamlk, Guideline for skydivers} 
 
Refer to the flight manual for instructions on loading the aircraft. The actual mass of the aircraft is stated in the mass 
and balance statement kept inside the pilot log book. The skydivers’ centre of gravity positions for parachuting flight 
operations are presented roughly in the following table: 
 

Skydiver Position (cm) 

1 230 

2 270 

3 220 

4 165 

5 145 

6 90 

Pilot 90 

 
The figure below presents a few examples of loading in parachuting flight operations with the aircraft OH-CMT. 

 
FI EN 

Pokamalli 1 (2,3,4) Load model 1 (2,3,4) 

Asema Position 

Massa  Mass 

Mom Mom 

Pilotti Pilot 

Hyp 1–6 Jumper 1–6 

Poka yht. Load total 

Yht. Total 

Painopisteasema Centre of gravity 

Massa (kg) Mass (kg) 

Asema (m) Position (m) 

Momenttikuvio Moment chart 

Pokamalli 1 (2,3,4) Load model 1 (2,3,4) 

Momentti (kgm) Moment (kgm) 
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The impact of the centre of gravity is examined by determining the distance of the skydivers’ seating positions and exit 
points from the wing front edge line (indicated by the manufacturer) and by calculating the resulting moment based on 
the skydiver’s weight (mass). For OH-CMT, the examination has been carried out with the Excel tool shown in the figure 
(below). The tool allows changing the skydivers’ weights and examining various seating arrangements and exit 
formations. The necessary distance measurements have been made using the aircraft’s dimensional drawings and by 
examining the correct seating positions in the aircraft. The tool has the mathematical formulas required for calculating 
the centre of gravity position. 
 

 
Figure: Tool for the examination of OH-CMT’s load and centre of gravity. 

FI EN 

Varsi Arm in aft 

Mom Mom 

Perusmassa  Basic mass 

Arvaus Estimate 

Pilotti Pilot 

Mesu Jumpmaster 

Hyp 1–5 Jumper 1–5 

PA Fuel 

eli noin i.e. approx. 

litraa litres 

Lentoonlähtö Take-off 

Ovella At door 

Linjalla On jump run 

Pokan kesto Load duration 

Laskussa polttoainetta Fuel when landing 

Lasku Landing 

Toiminta-aikaa/min Operational time/min 

Tyhjä Empty 

Painopisteasema Centre of gravity 
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Massa (kg) Mass (kg) 

Asema (m) Position (m) 

Momenttikuvio (vasen kuva) Moment chart 

Massa (kg) Mass (kg) 

Momentti (kgm) Moment (kgm) 

Lennon vaiheet Flight stages 

 
{Second example: Vaasa Skydiving Club. Source material: Vaasa Skydiving Club, Guideline for parachuting 
flight operations} 
 
Refer to the flight manual for instructions on loading the aircraft. The actual mass of the aircraft is stated in the mass 
and balance statement kept inside the pilot log book. The skydivers’ centre of gravity positions for parachuting flight 
operations are presented roughly below. 
 
The impact of the centre of gravity is examined by determining the distance of the skydivers’ seating positions and exit 
points from the wing front edge line (indicated by the manufacturer) and by calculating the resulting moment based on 
the skydiver’s weight (mass). For OH-WTF, the examination has been carried out as shown in the figure below. The 
necessary distance measurements have been made using the aircraft’s dimensional drawings and by examining the 
correct seating positions in the aircraft. 

Figure. Positions in Vaasa Skydiving Club’s aircraft. 
 
 
All matters concerning skydivers should be stated also in the skydivers’ instructions. 
 
 

2.6.3 Markings and instructions inside the aircraft concerning loading and movement  
 
Adequate, clear markings must be placed inside the aircraft. The need for markings is evident in aircraft in 
which the jump door is located behind the wing. However, even though this is not the case with C-182-type 
aircraft, the skydiving load may not be positioned at the back of the aircraft. This is even more vital in high 
altitudes where the air is thinner and the control response is weaker. 
 
Skydivers’ movement for the exit, during exit and possibly to return to their seating must take place within 
calculated limits. Different types of parachuting disciplines and their requirements/special features affect 
both movement and exit. 
 
 
{Example: Vaasa Skydiving Club. Source material: Vaasa Skydiving Club, Guideline for parachuting flight 
operations} 
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One skydiver must always be seated next to the pilot. The next position is in front of the skydiver next to the pilot (the 
skydivers and the pilot face opposite directions). The next position is behind the pilot’s seat and the next one in front of 
the skydiver behind the seat. If enabled by the aircraft’s load and centre of gravity, 5 skydivers may board the aircraft 
(taken into account in the insurance). 
 

The skydivers’ movement for the exit, during exit and possibly to return to their seating must take place within calculated 
limits. Different types of parachuting disciplines and their requirements/special features affect both movement and exit. 

 
 
{Example: Oulu Skydive Center. Source material: Guideline for parachuting flight operations, Oulu Skydive 
Center (OSC)} 
 
The manifest program used by the OSC calculates the total weight of the skydivers and the pilot and adds the weight of 
the fuel load if the pilot has entered the fuel load for the next skydiving load via the pilot interface. If the fuel load is not 
entered, the program assumes that the fuel load is 100 l. The skydiving load weight calculation, including the centre of 
gravity, is displayed in the pilot’s interface after the load organiser has entered the necessary information in the manifest.  
 
C-182 does not become tail-heavy easily. With certain loadings, the centre of gravity of the aircraft OH-CVE is at the 
front limit or exceeds it if the pilot and skydivers in positions 1 and 2 are heavy. The pilot should familiarise him/herself 
with this by using the weight calculation table. The practice of compressed seating at take-off should no longer be 
adhered to. 
 
One skydiver must always be seated next to the pilot, and the aircraft is filled from the front to the rear. Thus, the next 
position is in front of the skydiver next to the pilot (the skydivers and the pilot face opposite directions). The next 
position is behind the pilot’s seat and so on. See the figure below. 
 
The skydiver’s buttocks and parachute pack must be placed in the dark area. These areas are marked on the aircraft 
floor.  
 

 
 
The skydivers’ movement for the exit, during exit and possibly to return to their seating must take place within calculated 
limits. The maximum weight at the cargo door is 54 kg. 

FI EN 

Rahtiovi Freight door 

Hattuhylly Overhead compartment 

Max. 11,3 kg Max. 11.3 kg 

Tuliseinä Fire wall 
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Alue, jolle hyppääjän laskuvarjo ja istumalihakset 
sijoittuvat 

The area for the skydiver’s buttocks and parachute 
pack 

 
 
All matters concerning skydivers MUST be stated also in the skydivers’ instructions and an NCO checklist 
must be prepared (see Chapter 6). 
 
{This can be combined with Chapter 2.6.2 Skydivers and their positions in the aircraft.} 
 

2.7 Other information [insert items as required] 
 
Pressures set by the parachuting community (quickly assembled loads, rushed centre of gravity calculations, 
sufficient communication with the load organiser before take-off, etc.). 
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3 FLIGHT 
 
Before each flight, the load organiser [provides, explains, etc.] the jump plan to the pilot. The plan must state 
each drop altitude and the number of students/independent skydivers exiting at each altitude. It is also 
necessary to mention any special features, such as the use of wingsuits, high deployments, etc. If several 
skydivers exit at the same altitude, the number of skydivers and the number of circuits at that altitude should 
also be mentioned. 
{The purpose is to ensure reasonable provision of information and club-specific details to the pilot; cf. 
Section 1.6 Load organiser.} 
 
[The pilot should record the plan in their notebook thoroughly to avoid any confusion. The operational time 
must also be acknowledged so that it can be reported upon request.] 
 

3.1 Engine start 
 
Ensure that the propeller danger zone is clear before starting the engine. [The load organiser/ground person 
helps the pilot to ensure this.] In addition, make sure that the ground under the propeller is free of any 
rocks/sand or loose debris that can damage the propeller. Perform engine warm-up according to the 
instructions, taking note of the season, outdoor temperature and preheating procedures. 
 
{Engine start involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft. If required, such matters should be 
stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations and, insofar as skydivers are concerned, in 
the skydivers’ instructions. For example, The ELT must be turned ON (where to find the ignition switch) if 
the engine does not start automatically.} 
 
The engine start is performed in accordance with the flight manual. 
 
{C-208 loading support and other similar club- and aircraft-specific characteristics should also be taken into 
account.} 
 

3.2 Taxiing 
 
{Taxiing involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual) which should be 
stated in the club’s Guide for parachuting flight operations, where necessary.} 
 
[E.g. C-208: Taxiing may not be started before the pilot has seen that the loading support and stairs have been 
removed.] 
 
The pre-take-off engine test run and inspections must be carried out in accordance with the flight manual 
checklist [at the holding position]. If possible, perform the test run at a clean area in the runway or taxiway. 
 

3.3 Take-off 
 
{Take-off involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual). If required, such 
matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations and, insofar as skydivers 
are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions.} 
 
Take-off must be performed in accordance with the aircraft’s flight manual. 
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Rejected take-off and related operational instructions, especially for skydivers. 
 
All matters concerning skydivers should also be stated in the skydivers’ instructions. 
 

3.4 Climb 
 
{Climb involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual). If required, such 
matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations and, insofar as skydivers 
are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions.} 
 
Examples of matters that, in addition to speed, require particular attention during climbing: 

 Correct amount of throttle when pressure density decreases as altitude increases 

 Intensified airspace monitoring due to poor visibility to the front sector 

 Any agreed clearways. 
Examples of matters to be considered when deciding on the climbing route: 

 Clearance, sector(s) 

 Safety in the event of engine failure 

 Line direction 

 Drop altitude 

 Other air transport 

 Aircraft noise 

 Weather, especially clouds. 
 
Note the possibility of engine failure when climbing. At lower altitudes, it is advisable to stay closer to the 
airfield so that it emergency landing at the airfield is possible. 
 
Skydivers typically sit “still” and with seatbelts fastened (if any) up to the altitude of 300 m. After reaching 
this altitude, some movement will occur (hopefully as agreed). 
 
{Example table, C-182, SMA} 
 
Rule of thumb for climbing: 

Altitude (ft) Airspeed Throttle TIT Note 

0–1,000 75–80 knots Full Not above 700 °C Full throttle 

1,001–3,500 75 knots Full (max. 85 inchHG) Not above 700 °C Do not exceed 85 

3,501–10,000 75 knots Full (max. 85 inchHG) Max. 730 °C Do not exceed 85 

10,000–14,000 72 knots Reduce to 84 inchHG Max. 730 °C Reduce by one line spacing 

 
{Example images; it is advisable to add similar images to the club’s guideline.} 
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Example images. 

Pohjoinen North 

Itä East 

Etelä South 

Länsi West 
 

3.5 Determination of exit point 
 
{The determination of exit point involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight 
manual). If required, such matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations 
and, insofar as skydivers are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions.} 
 
{Example: Vaasa Skydiving Club’s instructions:} 
 
It is advisable to keep an aerial photograph of the airfield and the landing site in the aircraft. This should be the same 
photograph as the one to which the skydivers’ exit point and movement sector are marked and updated at the club. 
Attention must be paid to skydivers using wingsuits. The instructor or load organiser uses this map to inform the pilot of 
the line direction and the exit point. 
 
When the aircraft is climbing at an altitude of, for example, 1,000 m, and the aircraft is equipped with a GPS locator, a 
slow 360° turn can be made and the airspeed indicator reading can be compared to the ground speed indicated by the 
GPS. The pilot can report the “headwind direction and speed” to the load organiser/instructor at 1,000 m. The pilot does 
not determine the exit point unless the air traffic control determines it via the pilot. This does not concern exceptional 
situations, such as situations where there is a cloud at the exit point and altitude. In that case, the pilot discusses possible 
jump run cancellation, jump run relocation or altitude change with the load organiser/instructor. 
 
The pilot informs the air traffic control of the following matters during the day’s first climb: 

 Jump run (from the club – direction [e.g., direction 250° or Pori highway intersection) 

 A deviant exit point requested by the skydivers (e.g. wingsuit jumpers) 

 Exit point (for example, Pori highway intersection (so-called 4 barns), Sulva road intersection, the holding 
position at alpha level, above the tower, above the hall) 

Any changes to the jump run and/or exit point are reported to the air traffic controller. 

 

3.6 Flying to and on the jump run 
 
{Flying to and on the jump run involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual). 
If required, such matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations and, 
insofar as skydivers are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions.} 

POHJOINEN

LÄNSI

ETELÄ

ITÄ
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The movement of skydivers on and off the aircraft should be monitored to ensure that the loading does not 
become tail-heavy and that any resulting damage to parachutes is noticed. In particular, tandem parachute 
packs are vulnerable to defects caused by “bruises” due to their large size. 
 
When the skydivers climb outside the aircraft, the speed tends to drop and the rate of descent to increase. 
If this happens, the flight speed should be kept constant at the expense of altitude. In that case, the loss of 
altitude must be taken into account when selecting the target altitude. In addition, the aircraft tends to tilt 
and turn to the jump door side. This must be prevented by coordinated use of the controls. 
 
When dropping wingsuit jumpers, the aircraft must be on a level or descending line of flight during exit. 
Wingsuit jumpers may not exit on an ascending line of flight. Throttle XXX, for example. 
 
As wingsuits pose risks during exit (risk of collision if on an ascending line or in case of incorrect exit; slow 
flight as the airspeed at the jump run is slower when using flaps), particular attention should be paid when 
using them. 
 
Insofar as skydivers are concerned, matters related to exit and movement on board MUST be stated in the 
skydivers’ instructions (taking account of students and independent skydivers). 
 
 
Flying to and on the jump run {Example operating model: C-182, Oulu Skydive Center} 
 
A clearance must always be requested for moving from the take-off climb surface to the jump run. A jump permit must 
be requested from the air traffic control 2 minutes before the estimated exit. 
 
Throughout the climb, the aim is to reach the desired altitude at the exit point. In general, the jump run is flown over the 
landing area towards the exit point. The load organiser is notified about reaching the jump run by saying “On the jump 
run”. On the jump run, the load organiser may check the flight direction by peeking out the door. The load organiser 
must request permission for opening the door from the pilot: “May I open the door?” – “Yes/No”. The pilot changes the 
flight direction in accordance with the load organiser’s instructions, taking flight safety into account. The load organiser 
gives the direction change in degrees, for example “5 right”. The direction is changed using the rudder as the aircraft 
may not be tilted. 
 
The jump door may not be opened and the aircraft may not fly with an open door at speeds higher than 110 MPH. 
 
The temporal length of the jump run is approx. 1 minute and it ends at the exit point. Jump run starting point is 
determined based on ground speed. When measured in metres, the jump run is longer in still air than when flying against 
the wind. A jump run longer than one minute (approx. 1.5 min.) is usually required for students’ first jumps, tandem 
jumps, and always when requested by the load organiser. The jump run is flown with GPS assistance or based on 
landmarks or using both methods. When using landmarks, it is easier to home in on the jump run by turning left as this 
enables seeing the landing area through the side window during the turn. The jump run direction is maintained using a 
directional gyro. 
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UH Exit 

maalialue landing area 
 

The altimeter and rate-of-climb indicator may be used for timing the jump clearance request and for homing in on the 
jump run. The jump clearance should be requested if the altitude is 1,000 ft below the drop altitude and the aircraft 
climbs at 500 ft/min, provided that the exit point can be reached in 2 minutes and during the 1,000 ft climb. 
 
When the skydivers prepare to exit the aircraft, the aircraft OH-CVE’s boost pressure is adjusted to 15–18 inches, the 
speed of 90 MHP is maintained and the cowl flaps are closed. The aircraft may be flown at 80 MPH on students’ first 
jumps to facilitate access to the wing strut. 
 
The movement of skydivers on and off the aircraft should be monitored to ensure that the loading does not become tail-
heavy and that any resulting damage to parachutes is noticed. In particular, tandem parachute packs are vulnerable to 
defects caused by “bruises” due to their large size. 
 
When the skydivers climb outside the aircraft, the speed tends to drop and the rate of descent to increase. If this happens, 
the flight speed should be kept constant at the expense of altitude. In that case, the loss of altitude must be taken into 
account when selecting the target altitude. In addition, the aircraft tends to tilt and turn to the jump door side. This must 
be prevented by coordinated use of the controls. 
 
When dropping wingsuit jumpers, the aircraft must be on a level or descending line of flight during exit. Wingsuit 
jumpers may not exit on an ascending line of flight. 
 
As wingsuits pose risks during exit (risk of collision if on an ascending line or in case of incorrect exit; slow flight as the 
airspeed at the jump run is slower when using flaps), particular attention should be paid when using them. 
 
 
Example: Rule of thumb for jump run approach – All skydivers exit on a single jump run. (C-182, SMA diesel) 

Time to exit point Throttle TIT Note 

2 min 84 inchHG Max. 730 °C Approx. 1,000–1,500 ft before EX altitude 

1 min, jump run start Reduce 
slightly 

Starts to decrease Approx. 500–700 ft before EX altitude CLOSE 
THE COWL FLAP 

Door open Reduce 
slightly 

Continues to 
decrease 

Note jump run speed 70–80 kn 

Skydivers climb 55–60 inchHG Stable Speed control at altitude 
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All skydivers exit 55 inchHG Stable Door closed. NOTE MAX. speed when door 
open 

Door closed 55 inchHG Stable Push and trim 150–157 kn 

Altitude reduction 45 inchHG Decreases Ball in the middle 

5,000 ft and downward 45 inchHG Decreases Reduce with throttle and keep 45 inchHG 

2,500 ft and downward 45 inchHG Decreases Reduce with throttle, speed 140 kn 

1,000 ft and downward 45 inchHG Stabilises Reduce with throttle, speed 120 kn max. 10 
deg. flaps 

Basic/end section 40–45 inchHG Stable Reduce with throttle, speed 80 kn, flap 
settings for landing 

 
Example: Rule of thumb for jump run approach – Some of the skydivers exit on the jump run, climb after 
drop.  

Time to exit point Throttle  TIT Note 

2 min 84 inchHG  Max. 730 °C Approx. 1,000–1,500 ft before EX 
altitude 

1 min, jump run start Reduce 
slightly 

 Starts to 
decrease 

Approx. 500–700 ft before EX 
altitude  

Door open Reduce 
slightly 

 Continues to 
decrease 

Note jump run speed 70–80 kn 

Skydivers climb 70 inchHG  Stable Speed control at altitude 

Skydivers exit 84 inchHG  Max. 730 °C Close the door before increasing 
throttle 

Continue climb 84 inchHG  Max. 730 °C Instructions for ‘all on a single jump 
run’ or ‘some exit’ 

 
 
Operation in class G airspace (uncontrolled airspace) {Example operation model C-182, Vaasa Skydinving 
Club} 
 
The pilot makes the normal radio reports to explain their intentions and to coordinate them with other traffic. If it is 
possible for other traffic to cross the jump run, the pilot must, in good time before reaching the jump run (2–3 minutes), 
inform other traffic that the jump plane will home in on the jump run in x minutes. The pilot also reports the altitude, the 
number of skydivers and whether they will land after the drop or continue to climb. It is advisable for the pilot to make 
another report after reaching the jump run. Any outbound and inbound traffic as well as aircraft preparing for take-off 
should be kept aware of the parachuting activities. 
 
In a controlled airspace, the air traffic control is primarily responsible for coordinating other traffic with the parachuting 
activities. However, notifying the ATC about readiness to home in on the jump run in x minutes is a good practice and 
gives the ATC time to coordinate the traffic.  
 
The pilot should also notify the skydivers a few minutes before homing in on the jump run. This enables them to know 
the pilot’s intentions and to start preparing for the jump. It also enables the pilot to know when the skydivers start to 
move inside the plane and prepare for it. A clearance must always be requested for moving from the take-off climb 
surface to the jump run. 

 
 
Cancelling the jump run and taking a new one {for example, operating model C-182, Vaasa Skydiving Club} 
 
If the jump run is cancelled, the skydivers are not outside the aircraft and the door is still closed, the skydivers must return 
to their seating positions. Flying the new jump run takes 1–3 minutes, depending on its length. 
 
If the door is open, it must be closed before increasing throttle. The maximum open-door flight speed has been specified 
for each aircraft. When closing the door, attention must be paid to keeping hands and feet clear from the door. 
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If a skydiver is already outside when the jump run is cancelled, the skydiver must jump, but the next one may not be 
allowed to climb. Climbing back into the aircraft may pose a greater risk to those on board than jumping. However, 
common sense should be used. 

 
 
Accelerated jump run approach (Example: operating model C-182, Vaasa Skydiving Club) 
 
Accelerated jump run approach is carried out similarly to normal homing in on the jump run, but the jump run direction 
may change depending on the direction of approach. However, the exit point remains unchanged. This means that the 
aircraft is aligned with the jump run direction just before the exit point. 
 
This leaves the skydivers with very little time for visual positioning and preparation. It is a good practice for the pilot to 
notify “x minutes to exit point”. 
 
An accelerated jump run approach may be required, for example, due to the coordination of outbound or inbound traffic 
with the parachuting activities. In that case, accelerated jump run approach is requested by, for example, the air traffic 
control. The predefined altitude may not be reached when the approach is accelerated. Spare the engine. 

 
 
Jump run cancellation, landing with the load {Example: operating model C-208, Skydive Finland ry}  
 
The red light is turned on. The jump door is closed and the load returns to their take-off positions. If all members of the 
load are no longer on board, the remaining members distribute their weight in a balanced manner. The altitude may not 
be reduced too quickly because of the parachutes’ automatic activation devices. 

 
 
Jump run cancellation, landing with the load {Example: operating model C-182, Vaasa Skydiving Club} 
 
The decision on jump run cancellation and landing is made either by the load organiser/instructor or the pilot. The 
decision is made by the load organiser/instructor if a skydiver(s) is prevented from jumping and jumping would put safety 
at risk or violate the regulations. In that case, the load organiser/instructor informs the pilot that the jump is cancelled 
and the aircraft should be landed. 
 
The pilot may cancel the jump if any flight-related matters may endanger the safety of the skydivers and the pilot. Such 
matters include, for example, an anticipated change of weather or a detected fault in the aircraft. 
 
Notification to the air traffic control/traffic about cancelling the jump. The skydivers return to their seating positions. 
The pilot may not descend at a rate faster than 1,000 ft/min to prevent unintentional activation of the parachutes’ 
pressure triggers that may not have been turned off. 

 
 
Exit in different situations. 
 
Slow flight, stall. 
 
{The operating models for the above-mentioned situations differ depending on the aircraft type.} 
 
Insofar as skydivers are concerned, matters related to exit and movement on board MUST be stated in the 
skydivers’ instructions (taking account of students and independent skydivers). 
 

3.7 Altitude reduction, approach and landing 
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{Altitude reduction, approach and landing involve matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see 
flight manual) which should be stated in the club’s Guide for parachuting flight operations, where 
necessary.} 
 
[Altitude is reduced outside the jump area to avoid the risk of collision.] Particular attention should be paid 
to tandem jumpers, as tandem parachutes are deployed already at an altitude of 1,600 m and the jumpers 
may remain in the air for up to 8 min. Wingsuit jumpers, too, remain in the air for a longer time and fly in a 
wide area around the landing area. In addition, they may intentionally deploy the parachute at a high altitude 
(e.g. dome formation jumps and parachute handling practice jumps). However, it should be ensured that 
landing on the runway is possible even in the event of engine failure. 
 

3.8 Taxiing 
 
{Taxiing involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual) which should be 
stated in the club’s Guide for parachuting flight operations, where necessary.} 
 

3.9 Collecting another load without turning off the engine 
 
{Collecting another load without turning off the engine involves matters specific to the club, airfield and 
aircraft (see flight manual). If required, such matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for 
parachuting flight operations and, insofar as skydivers are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions.} 
 
{Example: operating model C-182, Vaasa Skydiving Club} 
 
When the next load is waiting at the loading location after the previous drop, the aircraft must be taxied to a location 
where it is safe for the skydivers to approach it obliquely from behind. Keep the engine rpm at the minimum throughout 
the skydivers’ approach and until everyone is on board and the door is closed. Ensure before loading that the aircraft 
does not have to be refuelled. 

 

3.10 Turning off the aircraft engine 
 
{Engine turn off involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual) which should 
be stated in the club’s Guide for parachuting flight operations, where necessary.} 
 

3.11 Other information [insert items as required] 
 
Jump run approach pattern. {Example: operating model C-182, Vaasa Skydiving Club} 
 
These instructions help new pilots learn how to approach the jump run. 
 
Calculate the altitude increase within 2 minutes by observing the rate-of-climb indicator. For example, 1,000 ft (500 
ft/min). 
 
If the intention is to drop the skydivers from flight level 95 (9,500 ft), the start of the jump run should be approached at 
a 90° angle at an altitude of approx. 8,500 ft (see the figure below, Step 1). 
 
Notify the air traffic control and other traffic: “2 minutes to jump run, flight level 95, number of skydivers x”. Wait for 
clearance or listen to responses/intentions from other traffic. Notify the skydivers: “2 minutes to jump run”. 
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Start a 2 minute turn away from the line (see figure, step 2). Turn 270° to home in on the start of the jump run (see figure, 
step 3). 
 
By adjusting the turn and observing the rate of climb, you can time the arrival at the start of the jump run in relation to 
the altitude (see figure, step 4). At this point, it is necessary to get the air traffic control’s clearance for the jump or for 
homing in on the jump run. Notify the skydivers: “On the jump run”. If the air traffic control has provided clearance for 
the drop: “On the jump run, clearance for drop.” 
 
Start preparing the engine for altitude reduction well in advance on the jump run. (Close the cowl flap, reduce throttle, 
check speed, direction, centre of gravity change, secure throttle/mixture control.) 
 

 
 

FI EN 

Hidas…..Nopea Slow….Fast 

nousu climb 

Kohta 1 (2,3,4) Step 1 (2,3,4) 

2 min kaarto 2 min turn 

270 astetta 270 degrees 

Laskeutumisalue Landing area 

Linjan suunta Jump run direction 

UH paikka Exit point 

Kiitotie Runway 

 
{Examples of possibly required chapters:} 
 
Radio-telephony phraseology and Radio-telephony phraseology in English. 
 
Further information on the latter is available at the Parachuting Committee’s website on parachuting flight 
operations: 

 Parachuting Committee’s bulletin 12 January 2018: Ministry of Transport and Communications 

decision on the use English above flight level 95 and the resulting impacts on skydiving clubs. 

 Radio-telephony phraseology for parachute operations in Finland, version 1.1, published on 8 

November 2019. 
o The document is also available as Appendix 11 of this guide. 

http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2019/03/tiedote_hyppykerhoille_englannin_kielen_vaatimuksesta_lentopinnan_95_ylapuolella.pdf
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2019/03/tiedote_hyppykerhoille_englannin_kielen_vaatimuksesta_lentopinnan_95_ylapuolella.pdf
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
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Other traffic at the airfield 
 
All necessary matters concerning skydivers should be stated in the skydivers’ instructions. 
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4 AFTER THE FLIGHT 
 

4.1 Loading location 
 
{Loading location involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual). If required, 
such matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations and, insofar as 
skydivers are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions.} 
 

4.2 Parking the aircraft 
 
{Aircraft parking involves matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual) which should 
be stated in the club’s Guide for parachuting flight operations, where necessary.} 
 

4.3 Markings and notifications 
 
{Markings and notifications involve matters specific to the club, airfield and aircraft (see flight manual). If 
required, such matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations and, 
insofar as skydivers are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions.} 
 

4.4 Other information [insert items as required] 
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5 EMERGENCY LANDING, EMERGENCY JUMP AND HAZARDOUS SITUATIONS 

5.1 Emergency jump 
 
In the event emergency landing, an emergency jump is performed at the pilot’s command “EMERGENCY 
JUMP” if the altitude is sufficient, i.e. 1,000 ft (300 m) AGL or more. The pilot commands the load organiser 
and ensures that they heard the order. The load organiser ensures that all students and licenced skydivers 
exit the aircraft after which the load organiser exits too. The pilot exits [last] if the plane is no longer 
controllable or they consider it appropriate. The pilot must interrupt the emergency jump after the flight 
altitude decreases below 1,000 ft AGL with the command “STOP – EMERGENCY LANDING”, after which the 
emergency landing procedure is adhered to. 
 
{Emergency jump involves matters specific to the club, parachuting equipment and aircraft. If required, 
such matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations and, insofar as 
skydivers are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions. 
 
Exiting the aircraft {example procedure C-182, AA students possible}: 

 The first skydivers moves to the door at the command “TO THE EXIT”. 

 At the command “GO”, the skydiver moves outside the door. 

 [As soon as the student is out (feet on the footboard and hands on the wing strut), they must jump backwards 
and bend strongly.] Those who can do a direct exit should exit the aircraft as they see fit. 

 The next skydiver moves to the door as soon as the load organiser commands “TO THE EXIT”, and at the 
command “GO”, they act as explained above. 

In emergency jumps performed at an altitude under 2,000 ft (600 m), independent jumpers use the reserve parachute 
rather than the main parachute. For self-deployment students, the limit for using the main parachute is 1,000 m (3,300 
ft), below which they should resort directly to the reserve parachute.  
 
If the altitude is below 300 metres, it is usually safer to remain on board for emergency landing, if possible. 

 
The document “Emergency Rescue Access and Fire Fighting Procedures” published by the aircraft 
manufacturer must be delivered to the fire station closest to the airfield for emergency landing situations. 
For example, the documents for C-182 and C-206/C-208 can be downloaded here (registration required). The 
same document must also be kept at the club in a visible location in the immediate vicinity of rescue 
equipment.  
 
 
The operating model is different for clubs that perform accelerated free falls. There are many variations as 
accelerated free fall training jumps are performed with all aircraft types (C-182, C-206 and C-208). 
 
{Operating model C-206, different types of students} 
 
{Operating model C-208, different types of students} 
 
All matters that concern skydivers MUST be stated in the skydivers’ instructions (with consideration to both 
students and independent skydivers) and an NCO checklist must be prepared (see Chapter 6). In addition, 
the pilot should also be aware of the skydivers’ activities. 
 

5.2 Emergency landing with load on board 
 
The emergency landing is performed with the load on board when the altitude is not sufficient for an 
emergency jump (below 300 m). The pilot orders the load organiser to prepare for emergency landing with 
the command “EMERGENCY LANDING”. 

https://support.cessna.com/custsupt/csupport/docsview?doc_id=30201
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{Emergency landing involves matters specific to the club, parachuting equipment and aircraft (see flight 
manual). If required, such matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations 
and, insofar as skydivers are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions.} 
 
Attention must be paid to automatic activation devices if, for example, FXCs are used. For example: [The load 
organiser ensures that the students’ FXCs are turned OFF. This prevents the possibility of FXC activation and 
parachute deployment inside the aircraft when descending.] 
 
There are also other automatic activation devices whose student versions may be triggered at the same 
speeds as the FXC. The adjustment unit may be placed on the back of the parachute pack, so it may be difficult 
to turn them off. Cypress is armed when climbing above 1,500 ft AGL. When descending, the rate of descent 
must be below 1,500 ft/min in altitudes lower than 1,500 ft AGL. This prevents the possibility of Cypress 
activation and parachute deployment inside the aircraft when the skydivers land on board the plane. 
 
{Operating model C-182} 
The load organiser ensures that the skydivers lean towards the flight direction (minimising free movement) and grasp 
for support if possible. Those sitting behind the seat keep their backs straight and are positioned tightly behind the pilot’s 
seat. Those on their knees take the take-off position, i.e. lean tightly against the load organiser with their backs straight. 
 
In addition, the skydivers grasp the person in front of them and hook arms with the person next to them, if possible. If 
there is enough time, the jump door is opened before contact with the ground. 
 
The pilot should keep in mind that in an emergency landing, the aircraft is often loaded close to the maximum permissible 
mass and that the skydivers do not have safety belts. 

 
 
After an emergency landing, the skydivers and the pilot help others when exiting, taking account of the 
conditions (fire, AA cords, landing location, injured persons). 
 
{Operating model C-206} 
 
{Operating model C-208} 
Seatbelts are fastened and if there is enough time, the jump door is opened before contact with the ground. 

 
All matters that concern skydivers MUST be stated in the skydivers’ instructions (with consideration to both 
students and independent skydivers) and an NCO checklist must be prepared (see Chapter 6). In addition, 
the pilot should also be aware of the skydivers’ activities. 
 

5.3 Hazards caused by parachuting equipment 
 
{Hazards caused by parachuting equipment involve matters specific to the club, equipment and aircraft. If 
required, such matters should be stated in the club’s Guideline for parachuting flight operations and, 
insofar as skydivers are concerned, in the skydivers’ instructions. 
 
If a skydiver’s backpack is opened inside the aircraft, or the reserve parachute comes out of its pocket, [the 
load organiser, closest jumper] ensures that the deployment of the parachute is prevented and the door is 
kept closed [secured by hand] until the aircraft has landed and stopped. If the door is open, it must be closed 
immediately [and the entire load lands on board the aircraft]. 
 
If a skydiver gets caught in the aircraft by the reserve or main parachute, they must release the main 
parachute and open the reserve parachute after detaching him/herself from the aircraft. 
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[If a student gets caught in the aircraft by the AA cord, the instructor cuts the cord, after which the student 
performs the reserve parachute procedures.] 
 
If a skydiver gets caught in the aircraft by the reserve parachute, the aircraft may be tilted and/or swayed in 
order to release the skydiver. In that case, it is very important to discuss the action with the pilot, the control 
tower and the load organiser. The situation is extremely dangerous because reserve parachutes do not have 
a release system. 
 
The aircraft is equipped with knives [attached to the side panels next to the pilot and the load organiser] that 
may, if necessary, be used to cut the AA cord, parachute cords, jumpsuit legs or anything else by which a 
skydiver may get caught in the aircraft. 
 
If part of a reserve and/or main parachute and its cords have ended up outside the aircraft, the pilot may 
facilitate recovering them by moving to slow flight with flaps in a 10–20° position. Unnecessary use of engine 
power should be avoided to minimise the propeller slipstream. 
 
[If a skydiver using automatic activation is too afraid to let go of the wing strut to jump, they may not be 
allowed to return to the aircraft. In addition, the load organiser may not climb to the wing strut. The pilot 
must drop the student by swaying the aircraft. This is done by first lifting the right wing up and then quickly 
moving it down and up, forcing the student to let go of the wing strut. A tilt of approx. 30–40° is sufficient. 
The pilot must ensure that the student drops within the exit point.] 
 
A fire in the passenger compartment is extinguished using the aircraft’s fire extinguisher which is kept in [the 
aircraft-specific location]. The [load organiser] is primarily responsible for fire suppression. 
 
{Operating model for beginner-level students, etc.} 
 
{Operating model C-206} 
 
{Operating model C-208} 
 
All matters that concern skydivers MUST be stated in the skydivers’ instructions (with consideration to both 
students and independent skydivers) and an NCO checklist must be prepared (see Chapter 6). In addition, 
the pilot should also be aware of the skydivers’ activities. 
 

5.4 Landing with the load – C-182 with an STC for additional mass 
 
When landing with skydivers on board, it should be borne in mind that the aircraft’s maximum take-off mass 
of 1,406 kg exceeds the maximum landing mass by 68 kg. The approach and landing must be performed at a 
slightly higher speed than normal and as smoothly as possible as a power stall landing. This is due to the fact 
that the wing always stalls at the same angle of attack, whereas the stall speed depends on the flight 
configuration and aircraft mass (weight). 
 

5.5 Other information [insert items as required] 
 
Training for hazardous situations. For example: 

 Rejected take-off with high mass. 

 Landing with maximum mass. 

 Engine failure/loss of power during climb on a parachuting flight. 

 Actions of skydivers/the pilot below a flight altitude of 300 m. 
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 Actions of skydivers/the pilot at flight altitudes higher than 300 m. 
 
 
Instructor falls from the aircraft {Example: operating model C-182, Vaasa Skydiving Club} 
 
If the instructor falls from the aircraft when, for example, determining the jump run or helping a student exit, the pilot 
must cancel other skydivers’ jumps and close the door if only students remain on board. In case of a training situation 
where the students are independent skydivers, they may exit at the actual exit point. 
 
The air traffic control/other traffic must be informed that a skydiver has jumped before reaching the actual exit point 
and may drift outside the jump sector. 

 
 
Search using aircraft {Example: operating model C-182, Vaasa Skydiving Club} 
 
A search may be carried out with the jump plane if, for some reason, a skydiver drifts away from the jump sector and 
landing area when under canopy. Other reasons may include main parachute search as a result of reserve parachute 
measures or a special mission requested by the air traffic control. The search must be authorised by the air traffic control 
or reported to other traffic in the normal manner. 
 
The search is normally performed at a low speed. Therefore, it is preferable not to perform the search at maximum 
aircraft weight, but after taking the majority of skydivers to the exit point. However, it is advisable to leave a lookout on 
board so that the pilot does not have to focus on two things at the same time. The search is carried out immediately only 
if there is good reason to believe that the skydiver is seriously injured, for example. As the search is often carried out at 
altitudes from which normal jumps are impossible, the door must be closed to prevent the lookout from falling from the 
aircraft. 
 
It is advisable to make use of the aircraft’s map, which is normally used for determining the jump run and exit point, 
when flying the search lines. A 100 x 100 m raster map can be used for locating the search and to support informing air 
traffic control or authorities about the search. 
 
Pay attention to the amount of fuel remaining and ensure that the aircraft does not side-slip. Due to the low amount of 
fuel, side-slipping may prevent fuel supply to the engine. 

 
 
Reports such as flight safety reports, occurrence reports and incident notifications in skydiving (system for 
skydivers). 
 
Medical attacks (pilot, trainer). 
 
Good practices such as refresher training, pilot meetings (club/national meetings), cooperation with air traffic 
control and other actors in the airfield. Common safety days (including pilots). 
 
{Operating model for beginner-level students, etc.} 
 
{Operating model C-206} 
 
{Operating model C-208} 
 
All matters concerning skydivers should be stated in the skydivers’ instructions 
 
  

https://www.traficom.fi/fi/asioi-kanssamme/lentoliikenteen-onnettomuuksista-ja-vaaratilanteista-ilmoittaminen
https://turvallisuusilmoitus.laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi/
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6 NCO CHECKLISTS 

6.1 Examples concerning skydivers 
 
Examples of NCO checklists that concern task specialists, i.e. skydivers, are available at the Parachuting 
Committee website (Parachuting flight operations). Corresponding information must also be provided in the 
instructions on parachuting activities or another corresponding document, and pilots must also be aware of 
the operating methods (joint preparation of the lists). To ensure the flow of information, the lists should be 
appended to the club’s version of this guideline. 
 
The lists are placed in the jump plane so that they are easily accessible to skydivers (for example, they can be 
compiled to a couple of laminated A4 sheets that can be read inside the aircraft). 
 

 Using the jump door – an example NCO checklist (docx). 

 Duties of the load organiser and skydivers – an example NCO checklist (docx). 

 Parachute opens inside the aircraft – an example NCO checklist (docx). 

 Parachute opens inside the aircraft: parachute caught in the airflow – an example NCO checklist 
(docx). 

 Exit instructions – an example NCO checklist (docx). 

 Emergency jump – an example NCO checklist (docx). 

 Emergency landing – an example NCO checklist (docx). 
 

6.2 Pilot’s list – example 
 
Based on the risk assessment (see Appendix 5 NCO Risk register – model), a checklist is also drawn up for 
pilots. The checklist must be easily accessible during the flight. 
 
An example of such checklist is available at the Parachuting Committee website (Parachuting flight 
operations). Corresponding information must also be provided in the Guideline for parachuting flight 
operations or another corresponding document, and pilots must be aware of the operating methods (joint 
preparation of the lists). The list can also be appended to the club’s version of this guideline. 
 

 NCO Parachuting flight operations checklist – model (docx) 
 
{In addition, there are aircraft-, engine- and club-specific checklists for normal flight operations. It is not 
necessary to present examples from them, but they may be appended to the club’s version of this guideline 
in addition to equipping the aircraft with laminated versions of them for operative use.} 
 

  

http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2018/12/hyppyoven_kaytto_-_esimerkki_nco-tarkistuslista.docx
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/pokanvanhin-ja-tehtavat/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/varjo-avautuu-koneessa-nco/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/uloshyppya-koskevat-ohjeet-nco/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/uloshyppya-koskevat-ohjeet-nco/
file:///C:/Users/tiko/FI-EN_DOC/657837/02_From%20Vendor/Clean/EMERGENCY%20JUMP%20–%20an%20example%20NCO%20checklist%20(docx)
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/pakkolasku-nco/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/hyppylentotoiminta-tarkistuslista-malli/
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6.3 NCO Hypoxia checklist 
 
An example of a checklist for determining the need for supplemental oxygen is available at the Parachuting 
Committee website (Parachuting flight operations).  
 

 NCO Hypoxia checklist (xlsx). 
 

 

FI EN 

Lisähapen käyttötarpeen määritys Defining the need for supplemental oxygen 

Ref: AMC1 NCO.SPEC110(f) Ref: AMC1 NCO.SPEC110(f) 

Päivämäärä Date 

Ilma-aluksen päällikkö Pilot-in-command 

Aiottu lentokorkeus Intended flight altitude 

Tarkistuslista ennen lähtöä Checklist before take-off 

OK OK 

EI NO 

Tietoisuus hypoksian oireista ja riskeistä Awareness of the symptoms and risks of hypoxia 

Huomioitu seuraavat olosuhteet Consideration to the following conditions 

Lisähapen käyttötarpeen määritys
Ref: AMC1 NCO.SPEC.110(f)

Päivämäärä                                                

Ilma-aluksen päällikkö                                                

Aiottu lentokorkeus                                                

OK EI

Tietoisuus hypoksian oireista ja riskeistä

Huomioitu seuraavat olosuhteet

Lentokorkeus

Lennon kesto

Muut operatiiviset seikat

Huomioitu henkilökohtaiset ominaisuudet

Asuinpaikan korkeus merenpinnasta

Tupakointi

Kokemus lennoista korkealla

Sairaudet ja muut lääketieteelliset seikat

Ikä

Vammat

Muut asiaan vaikuttavat seikat

Lisähapen käyttötarve

Lennon aikana

Seuraa alkavan hypoksian oireita

Jos oireita esiintyy, laskeudu alaspäin

Tarkistuslista ennen lentoa

http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FXiTjDzeIPHTsvY_Iaore1FL-z80S2bP
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Lentokorkeus Flight altitude 

Lennon kesto Flight duration 

Muut operatiiviset seikat Other operative circumstances 

Huomioitu henkilökohtaiset ominaisuudet Consideration of personal characteristics 

Asuinpaikan korkeus merenpinnasta Residence elevation above sea level 

Tupakointi Smoking 

Kokemus lennoista korkealla Experience of high-altitude flights 

Sairaudet ja muut lääketieteelliset seikat Sicknesses and other medical conditions 

Ikä Age 

Vammat Injuries 

Muut asiaan vaikuttavat seikat Other relevant circumstances 

Lisähapen käyttötarve Need for supplemental oxygen 

Lennon aikana During flight 

Seuraa alkavan hypoksian oireita Monitor the symptoms of incipient hypoxia 

Jos oireita esiintyy, laskeudu alaspäin If symptoms are observed, reduce altitude 

 

6.4 Part-NCO Obstacle course 
 
A summary on the topic is available at the Parachuting Committee website (Parachuting flight operations). 
 

 Part-NCO Obstacle course (pdf). 

  

http://www.laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi/lentotoiminta/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/nco-temppurata/
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Appendix 1: References and links 
 

Guideline for parachuting flight operations 12 August 2016 
 
Guideline for parachuting flight operations 6 May 2018 
 
Air Operations Regulation (EU) No 965/2012: 

 Up-to-date legislation (EUR-Lex): https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?qid=1499960916767&uri=CELEX:02012R0965-20170322  

 Easy Access Rules: https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/general-publications/easy-
access-rules-air-operations  

 NCO = Annex VII to Air Operations Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 
 
SERA rules of the air:https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?qid=1411314857158&uri=CELEX:32012R0923 and the Implementing Regulation 
(EU) 2016/1185 amending them: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.196.01.0003.01.ENG. In addition, the Easy Access Rules 
that contain the up-to-date legislation (the original regulation + amendments), and also the EASA 
Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance Material (GM): 
https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/general-publications/easy-access-rules-
standardised-european-rules-air-sera 
 
National legislation, aviation regulations and orders: 
https://www.traficom.fi/fi/liikenne/ilmailu/ilmailun-saadokset-ja-maaraykset 
 
OPS M1-1 Rules of the air applicable in Finland 
 
OPS M1-17 Radio Mandatory Zones 
 
OPS M1-31 Transponder Mandatory Zones 
 
OPS M6-1 Parachuting activities 
Explanatory report 
 
Finnish Aeronautical Association, Functional instructions and eligibility requirements for skydivers 22 
February 2018 
 
Finnish Aeronautical Association, Functional instructions and eligibility requirements for skydivers 8 
February 2019 
 
Oulu Skydive Center, Parachuting instructions 2016 and 2018 
 
Oulu Skydive Center, Parachuting instructions 2019 
 
Oulu Skydive Center, Parachuting pilot’s manual 2016 (version 11 April 2015) 
 
Oulu Skydive Center, Guideline for parachuting flight operations 2019 
 
Skydive Häme, Pilot’s parachuting manual (version 2.3) 
 
Tampere Skydiving Club, Flight Operations Manual (2009) 
 

https://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1471599332/772769bfd7874813b4e2e4815371580d/22234-Hyppylento-ohje_12_8_2016.pdf
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/file/hyppylento-ohje_6_5_2018.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1499960916767&uri=CELEX:02012R0965-20170322
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1499960916767&uri=CELEX:02012R0965-20170322
https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/general-publications/easy-access-rules-air-operations
https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/general-publications/easy-access-rules-air-operations
https://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1476785569/9a418dd5bc528e6dd14cd8b9a2783607/22418-Lentotoiminnan_vaatimukset_-_Yleisilmailu.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1411314857158&uri=CELEX:32012R0923
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1411314857158&uri=CELEX:32012R0923
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.196.01.0003.01.ENG
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2016.196.01.0003.01.ENG
https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/general-publications/easy-access-rules-standardised-european-rules-air-sera
https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/general-publications/easy-access-rules-standardised-european-rules-air-sera
https://www.traficom.fi/fi/liikenne/ilmailu/ilmailun-saadokset-ja-maaraykset
http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/44467/TRAFI_499813_03_04_00_00_2016_Suomessa_sovellettavat_lentosaannot_FI.pdf
http://www.finlex.fi/fi/viranomaiset/normi/498001/42882
http://www.finlex.fi/fi/viranomaiset/normi/498001/42882
http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/44106/TRAFI_422022_03_04_00_00_2017_Transponderivyohykkeet_FI.pdf
http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/44106/TRAFI_422022_03_04_00_00_2017_Transponderivyohykkeet_FI.pdf
http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/43265/TRAFI_35830_03_04_00_00_2017_FI_Laskuvarjohyppytoiminta.pdf
http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/43265/TRAFI_35830_03_04_00_00_2017_FI_Laskuvarjohyppytoiminta.pdf
https://www.traficom.fi/sites/default/files/media/regulation/OPS_M6-1_2017_perustelumuistio.pdf
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi/download_file/view/586/265/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi/download_file/view/586/265/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/toiminnalliset-ohjeet/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/toiminnalliset-ohjeet/
http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1455707433/17bc7420b9cb07434e399bbf6c1c5b36/19824-Hyppylentajan_kasikirja_OLK_2015-04-07_Oulun_laskuvarjokerho_(3).pdf
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Tampere Skydiving Club, Guideline for skydivers, OH-CMT (7 April 2015) 
 
15678-Trafi_publications_15-2014_-_Recreational aviation_risk_survey 
 
17290-Trafi_bulletin_04_2015_Flight_safety_in_parachuting_activities 
 
19477-Improving_the_safety_of_general_aviation_Project_final_report_1_2016 
 
Trafi: Safety of general aviation 
 
 
International organisations’ parachuting flight guidelines, etc: 

 USPA Flight Operations Handbook and Jump Pilot Training Syllabus 

 FAA’s instructions for pilots: FAA - Flying for Skydive Operations 

 BPA (UK) (search here) 

 APF (Australia) basic instructions and manual (60 pages). 

http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1414569120/74fdd845586660f022f2ddca551c6004/15678-Trafin_julkaisuja_15-2014_-_Harrasteilmailun_riskikartoitus.pdf
http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1429010046/f0db799d03cafafcb0eeb6fb75b7ca0a/17290-Trafi_tiedote_04_2015_turvallisuudesta_laskuvarjohyppylennoilla.pdf
http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1452602260/d22d82ec820104f36737f7c676b8b56f/19477-Harrasteilmailun_turvallisuusprojektin_loppuraportti_1_2016.pdf
http://www.trafi.fi/ilmailu/harrasteilmailun_turvallisuus
https://uspa.org/jumppilot
http://www.uspa.org/Portals/0/files/GM_FlightOpsHandbook.doc
http://www.uspa.org/Portals/0/files/GM_JumpPilotTrainingSyllabus.doc
https://www.faasafety.gov/files/gslac/library/documents/2016/Sep/120445/Flying%20for%20Skydive%20Operations.pdf
http://www.bpa.org.uk/bpa-forms/
https://www.apf.asn.au/Docs---Forms/Pilots-and-Aircraft/Jump-Pilot-Information/default.aspx
https://www.apf.asn.au/ArticleDocuments/157/Jump_Pilot_Manual_v6-20160604.pdf.aspx?Embed=Y
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Appendix 2: Regulatory environment 

General information 
Parachuting flight operations are regulated both nationally and, to an increasing degree, by EU legislation. 
Regulations and requirements on parachuting flight operations include general regulations on flight 
operations (e.g. regulations on pilot licences and aircraft maintenance) as well as specific rules on 
parachuting activities (e.g. equipment required on parachuting flights). 
 
In general, aviation regulations are very detailed in comparison to regulations on many other activities. For 
instance, the maintenance of aircraft used for parachuting operations is considerably more regulated than, 
for example, the maintenance of cars. 

National regulations 
In Finland, aviation is regulated by the Aviation Act (864/2014) and regulations issued by the Finnish 
Transport and Communications Agency Traficom. However, the national flight operations regulations have 
largely been replaced by the EU’s common aviation requirements. 

The Finnish Transport and Communications Agency Traficom publishes official regulations on aviation within 
the framework of its competence. 

Currently, parachuting flight operations are regulated by, for example, the following national aviation 
regulations: 

 OPS M6-1 Parachuting activities 
 OPS M1-33 National provisions supplementing the Air Operations Regulation (EU) No 965/2012. 

o Definitions for terms such as marginal activity. 
 OPS M2-11 Flight operations with aircraft subject to national regulation 

EU legislation 
In general, the regulation of flight operations is becoming increasingly pan-European. In practice, this means 
that the requirements of flight operations are published as part of EU legislation and that they enter into 
force simultaneously in all Member States. When writing this guideline (the original version of September 
2015), the EU requirements on pilot licences and aircraft airworthiness, maintenance and repair, for example, 
have already been effective for some time. Thus, a significant change is taking place, affecting the 
architecture and source of the regulations. However, the actual standards will not change remarkably due to 
EU regulation. 

The EU publishes its own flight operations requirements mainly as Commission regulations. The regulations 
enter into force as such in all Member States. General information on EU legislation is available at the Europe 
Information website, for example. EU legislation can be accessed via the EUR-Lex website. 

In addition to the EU regulations that contain the actual provisions, the European Aviation Safety Agency, 
EASA, publishes Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance Material (GM) documents that 
support the regulations. These materials provide background information on methods and procedures that 
enable meeting specific requirements. EASA publishes the AMC materials on its website. 

https://www.traficom.fi/en/
http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/43265/TRAFI_35830_03_04_00_00_2017_FI_Laskuvarjohyppytoiminta.pdf
http://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/42623/TRAFI_53174_03_04_00_00_2016_lentotoimita-asetusta_taydentavat_kansalliset_maaraykset_fi.pdf
https://www.finlex.fi/data/normit/42619/TRAFI_23738_03_04_00_00_2015_lentotoiminta_kansallisen_saantelyn_piiriin_kuuluvilla_ilma-aluksilla_fi.pdf
https://eurooppatiedotus.fi/en/#.VgPA17SGnwx
https://eurooppatiedotus.fi/en/#.VgPA17SGnwx
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
https://www.easa.europa.eu/
https://www.easa.europa.eu/
https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/acceptable-means-of-compliance-and-guidance-materials
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The structure of the EU regulation environment on aviation is illustrated by the following figure published 
by EASA.

 

  

https://www.easa.europa.eu/system/files/dfu/regulations-docs-rulemaking_regulations_structure.pdf
https://www.easa.europa.eu/system/files/dfu/regulations-docs-rulemaking_regulations_structure.pdf
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Appendix 3: A model for spring refresher flights (Oulu Skydive Center, 

version 1.0) 
 

 

  

Oulu Skydive Center  SPRING REFRESHER FLIGHT 2016 Version 0.7 Date:     

Pilot:   Observer:   

INSTRUCTIONS: 

- The purpose of the flight is to revise how to operate in compliance with the flight manual, checklists, etc. 

- If possible, the spring refresher flight is performed in connection with a parachuting flight. 

- The flight is not a flight test nor an instruction flight. The pilot of the aircraft acts as pilot-in-command. 

- The observer records all measures taken and any measures not taken during the flight (Yes/No). 

- The form contains approx. 50 measures whose monitoring is of particular importance. 

- The flight is a learning situation, and the pilot and observer may discuss over its course (excl. critical flight 
stages). 

 

AREA  PROCEDURE YES NO NOTES 

Aircraft inspection Checking the fuel for water, 4 points    

Oil level check    

Fuel level check    

Flight planning Weather check    

NOTAM check    

Notifying the ATC about starting the parachuting operations    

Mass calculation    

Consideration of IFR traffic    

Engine start Opening the cowl flaps    

Propeller danger zone check    

Choke, if the engine is cold    

Running the starter for approx. 2 sec after engine start    

Oil pressure check    

Taxiing Listening to ATIS    

Altimeter QNH setting    

Reporting load information to the ATC    

Rearward control stick position during taxiing    

Leaning during taxiing    

Left/right check at crossroads    

Before take-off Fuel pump test    

Both fuel pumps on    

Ignition magneto check    

Propeller control check    

Supercharger bypass check    

Setting the transponder    

Setting the directional gyro    

Take-off Rich mixture    

Throttle max. 28”    

Compensation 60 mph    

Climb speed 90 mph    

Throttle 23” at a safe altitude    

2,400 rpm    

One fuel pump off    

Drop Door open when airspeed max. 110 mph    

Right wheel brake engaged    

Glide Closing the cowl flaps    

2,300 rpm    

EDM Cold mode selected    

Cooling (EDM Cold) max. 40 °F    

Speed max 160 mph    

Descent Both fuel pumps on before landing    

Max. speed 110 mph when flaps set to 20°    

After landing Max. 1 fuel pump on during taxiing    

Rearward control stick position during taxiing 
   

Leaning during taxiing    

Before turning off the 

engine 

Radios off    

Transponder off    

Both fuel pumps off    

The entire flight The use of checklists    
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Appendix 4: Trafi bulletin 14 April 2015, Flight safety in parachuting 

activities 
Link to the bulletin on Traficom’s website. 
 

 
  

 
 
 

Fight safety in parachuting activities 
• Aircraft loading 

The Recreational aviation risk survey published in the 
autumn of 2014 identified risks that both skydivers 
and pilots should consider in connection with 
parachuting flight operations. Safety has been 
highlighted in seminars over the winter, and various 
skydiving clubs have actively started to prepare new 
guidance materials. Trafi would like to thank all 
volunteers who have participated in the risk 
assessment. 

 
Purpose of this bulletin 

The purpose of this bulletin is to increase skydiving 
clubs’ awareness about the importance of reviewing 
safety aspects at the start of each season. Most of 
the required information is already familiar to the 
clubs’ skydivers and parachuting pilots. 

 
Central safety risks should be discussed at clubs, 
and training and instruction should be provided on 
safe operating methods at all skydiving clubs at the 
start of each season. 

 
To support the clubs’ safety work, one of the 
measures taken as part of the Recreational aviation 
safety project was to set up a working group to 
develop additional guidelines to all skydiving clubs 
with particular attention on parachuting flight 
operations. 
 
The guidelines are developed jointly with volunteers 
who are members of the parachuting community. The 
guidelines will include in-depth information on, for 
instance, the themes highlighted in this safety bulletin. 

 
Examples of the risks of parachuting flights 
As part of their training and instructions, clubs and 

operators engaging in parachuting flight operations 

should strive to increase skydivers’ awareness of the 

risks of parachuting flight operations, the severity of 

the risks and the practical consequences of incorrect 

operation. Training should be implemented 

cooperatively with skydivers and pilots. 

 
Skydivers’ awareness should be increased about: 

• The various stages of flight 

• Stall and the factors affecting it on 

parachuting flights 

• The significance of the centre of gravity 

• Skydiver movement and placement 

onboard 

Pilots’ awareness should be increased about: 

• Special situations related to various 
parachuting disciplines, such as wingsuit 
jumps 

• The risks of unintentional parachute deployment 

 

It is important to understand the parachuting flight as 
an entity, the cooperation of skydivers and the pilot 
as well as the agreed procedures concerning each 
flight stage, for example: 

• Operation under normal conditions 

• Deviating operation and limitations 

• Operation in emergencies 

• The responsibilities of the pilot-in-command, 

jumpmaster and load organiser 

Important information to skydivers 

The various stages of flight 

The entire flight including its stages should be 

discussed with the skydivers in advance. As part of 

training, attention should pe paid to risks, their 

severity and agreeing on safe operating models and 

providing the required instruction. The training must 

cover all flight stages and, in particular, all abnormal 

operations. 

 

Finnish Transport Safety Agency Trafi www.trafi.fi 
PO Box 320, 00101 Helsinki, tel. +358 29 534 5000, fax +358 29 534 5095 • Business ID 1031715-9 

Safety bulletin Aviation 14 April 2015 

http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1429010046/f0db799d03cafafcb0eeb6fb75b7ca0a/17290-Trafi_tiedote_04_2015_turvallisuudesta_laskuvarjohyppylennoilla.pdf
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For example, take-off, climbing below and above the 

emergency jump altitude, homing in on the jump run, 

slow flight, exit, moving back to climb or flying a new 

jump run, cancelled jump run, landing with the load 

onboard, emergency landing and emergency jump are 

situations where operation and positions onboard the 

aircraft differ. Thus, safe guidelines and limitations must 

be agreed on with regard to all of these situations. 

Every skydiver must understand why these guidelines 
and limitations are complied with. 

The guidelines are developed to provide skydiving clubs 
with teaching material to support the 
provision of training on the 
aforementioned matters. 

Stall and the factors affecting it 

It is essential for skydivers to understand 

the basic principles of stall and the 

factors that affect it at different flight 

stages. Skydivers must be aware of how 

their actions may cause the aircraft to 

stall. 

Aircraft loading 

When loading the aircraft, the actual 

weights and the actual centre of gravity 

must be used. The skydiving community 

may not urge the pilot to take in a new 

load quickly. Instead, all flight 

preparations must be carried out in 

compliance with the requirements. The 

available or currently developed tools for 

calculating the actual centre of gravity 

help to coordinate safe and effective 

activities. 

Significance of the centre of gravity 

All skydivers should understand what the aircraft’s 

centre of gravity means and how their placement and 

movement onboard affects it, the controllability of the 

aircraft and, consequently, flight safety. The effects of 

skydiver movement and shifts in the centre of gravity, 

limitations and safe operating models at each flight 

stage should be discussed as part of training. 

Skydiver movement and placement onboard 

The skydivers’ movement onboard should comply with 

predetermined operating models and everyone should 

be clearly informed about any movement at each flight 

stage. 

The skydivers should know and understand where to 

position themselves in different situations (e.g. cancelled 

jump run, homing in on a new jump run, slow flight, 

landing with the load onboard) so as to keep the centre 

of gravity within safe limits. 

Important information for parachuting pilots 

Pilot training for parachuting flight operations should be 
aircraft- and type-specific. The organisation must 
ensure that new instructors have the skills and 
capacities required for providing training in the 
activities. This should be ensured by providing an 

adequate number of induction and 
training flights under the supervision of 
more experienced pilots. 
 

The training should take account of the 
special characteristics of parachuting 
flight operations, such as slow flight on 
the jump run, stall and identifying it while 
skydivers are onboard as well as lookout 
during landing. Particular attention should 
be paid to deviating situations, such as 
interrupting a jump run, flying a new jump 
run, landing with the load onboard, taking 
account of automatic activation devices 
when skydivers are onboard during 
landing, emergency jump and emergency 
landing. 

 
Refresher training should be organised to 

all pilots at the start of each season and 
after long breaks. 

 
When loading the aircraft, calculations should take 
account of the skydivers’ actual weights, actual positions 
and the centre of gravity calculated based on them. The 
pilot should be aware of the limits to skydiver movement 
onboard and of the operating models for each situation. 

 
It is advisable for parachuting pilots to wear an 
emergency parachute on all parachuting flights. 

 

Agreed courses of action and 
communication between the pilot and 
skydivers 

The pilot-in-command is responsible for ensuring that the 

flight is performed in compliance with regulations. 

Skydivers should be aware of the fact that parachuting 

flights are subject to various general aviation obligations 

that may impose limits on parachuting activities. The pilot 

is ultimately responsible for matters related to flight 

preparation, such as weather and airworthiness 

assessment, mass and centre of gravity calculations and 

refuelling. In addition, 

 
 

 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency Trafi  2(3) 
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the pilot is responsible for ensuring that the parachuting 
flight is performed in compliance with the rules of the air 
and, when flying in a controlled airspace, with ATC 
clearances. 
 

All parachuting flight operations should comply with the 
predetermined operating models. In order to ensure safe 
operation, the pilot and the skydivers must have a general 
and load-specific understanding of each other’s activities. 

 
Sufficient communication both before and during the 
parachuting flight is an essential safety factor under 
normal conditions. In unexpected and deviating situations, 
the significance of communication is highlighted further. 

Deviations include cancelling the jump run, homing in on 

a new jump run, landing with the load onboard, taking 

account of automatic activation devices when descending 

with skydivers onboard, the deviating flight profile of 

wingsuit jumpers and high-altitude parachute 

deployments. 
 

The responsibilities of the pilot-in-command, 
jumpmaster and load organiser 

Markings and instructions concerning 
movement and placement onboard 
The operational instructions concerning skydiver placement 
and movement onboard at different flight stages should be 
clearly visible. Simplified instructions and limitations should 
be presented both inside the aircraft and in the facilities 
used for jump planning and training. 

 

When it is necessary and possible to define boundaries 
for skydiver placement and movement onboard the 
aircraft to help maintain the correct centre of gravity at 
different flight stages, it is important to discuss the 
boundaries in training and instructions and to mark them 
clearly inside the aircraft. 

 

Commercial and non-commercial activities 
Finally, it is worth noting that the requirements on 
recreational aviation are less strict than those concerning 
commercial activities. In recreational activities, it is of first-
rate importance to remember that the lighter requirements 
are intended to be applied by association members who 
are familiar with the requirements and risks of the operation 
and whose actions can affect the association’s safety 
culture. 

 

Progress of the Recreational aviation safety 
project 

 
Further information on the progress of the Recreational 
aviation safety project is available at the project website: 
http://www.trafi.fi/ilmailu/harrasteilmailun_turvallisuus. 

 

Trafi wishes you a safe and experiential 
skydiving season 2015! 

 

The roles, responsibilities and chain of command must 
be clear to everyone at every flight stage. 

When students and less-experienced skydivers are 
onboard, the jumpmaster’s and the load organiser’s 

responsibility for coordination and the provision of 
instructions is highlighted. 

The pilot-in-command is responsible for the skydivers and 
has authority over them until they leave the aircraft. The 
pilot’s authority and instructions are adhered to in special 

situations such as emergency jump, emergency landing 
and evacuation. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Finnish Transport Safety Agency Trafi  3(3) 
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Appendix 5: Risk management (Safe operations model for aviation clubs, 

Risk assessment and Club SMS) 

TTM 21, Risk management models 

A simple model for small organisations 

 The description of the simplest model can be fitted on a single A4 sheet 
Can be expanded on a step-by-step basis with additional items 

 Severity and probability of events 

 Classification of risks 

 Selection of the most effective measures 

 The included list of documents contains numerous models. 

TTM 22, Key risks 

Flight operational risks in parachuting 

 Loading and climb: the aircraft’s incorrect or shifting centre of gravity may cause loss of control. 

 Exit: incorrect or excessive movement of skydivers, especially towards the rear of the aircraft 

 Skydivers’ awareness of flight operational risks 

 Pilot training for parachuting operations 

 Unintentional parachute deployment during exit 

TTM 23, Risk management templates 

Templates to support risk management. 
 
 

NCO Risk register – model (xlsx) (pdf) IMPORTANT! 

 
Risk assessment is one of the most important tasks brought about by the NCO. An example of a risk register 
drawn up based on the assessment of risks is available at the Parachuting Committee website (Parachuting 
flight operations). Additional material related to the topic is available among the training materials accessible 
at the Parachuting Committee website. 

 Training day 22 April 2017 Oulu. 
o Part-NCO Part 1  (recording, password: oulusa22417) 
o NCO Belts MEL (recording, password: oulusa22417) 
o Supplemental oxygen and instructions (recording, password: oulusa22417) 
o NCO Simo Aro (pdf). 

 See also: Part-NCO Obstacle course (pdf). 
 
To ensure the flow of information, the risk register should be appended to the club’s version of this guideline.  
 
Risk assessment is a “constant process” and should be carried out cooperatively (e.g. pilots, head of safety 
and the club’s safety team, if any). 
 
In addition, before commencing parachuting operations, the pilot-in-command must carry out a risk 

assessment, i.e. identify the hazards and risks involved and the measures for the mitigation of risks. 

See also Chapter 6 NCO checklists. 

http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1450886742/6d98cd45e16b8b0700e39317236c05eb/19360-TTM_21_Riskienhallinnan_malleja_valmis_12-2015.ppt
http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1450886760/51b2c5a81bbeb5fe871fcca5b57eefbd/19361-TTM_22_Harrasteilmailun_keskeiset_riskit_valmis_12-2015.ppt
http://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1450886774/bc07bfc97e3807b35d373c66714a0437/19362-TTM_23_Riskienhallinnan_tyopohjia_valmis_12-2015.ppt
http://www.laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi/download_file/view/481/382/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r3z9BHMil5PyhnJGlVe3GIZ9TZtH-NPs
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/riskirekisteri-nco-malli/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi/koulutuspaiva-2242017-oulu/
https://connect.funet.fi/p5yt5bhi8g2/
https://connect.funet.fi/p8g4wir2g22/
https://connect.funet.fi/p28tiil6vv1/
http://www.laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi/download_file/view/468/398/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/nco-temppurata/
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FI EN 

Tunnistetaan vaaratekijä ja siihen liittyvät riskit Identification of the hazard and the related risks 

Arvioidaan riskin todennäköisyys Assessment of the probability of the risk 

Arvioidaan seurausten vakavuus Assessment of the severity of consequences 

Arvioidaan riskin siedettävyys Assessment of the tolerance for the risk 

Määritellään toimenpiteet riskin lieventämiseksi tai 
poistamiseksi 

Definition of measures for risk mitigation or 
elimination 

Kyllä Yes 

Ei No 

Seuranta Monitoring 

Harkinnan mukaan At the discretion of risk assessors 

 

The club’s risk register contains identification and assessment of the risks associated with the club’s 

activities. Club members should be thoroughly familiar with the risk register, and the club should take the 

necessary measures to minimise the identified risks. 

 

{Each club must draw up a risk register!} 
 
 

NCO Hypoxia checklist (xlsx) (pdf) 

 
An example of a checklist for determining the need for oxygen is available at the Parachuting Committee 
website (Parachuting flight operations). See also Chapter 6. 
 

Safety management system for aviation clubs (so-called Club-SMS) 

 
The Safety management system for aviation clubs (so-called Club SMS) drawn up by the Finnish Aeronautical 
Association is intended as a basic safety management tool and model for those member associations of SIL 
that do not have a corresponding system required by an ATO or DTO training licence. 

http://www.laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi/download_file/view/480/382/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FXiTjDzeIPHTsvY_Iaore1FL-z80S2bP
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/hypoksia-nco-pdf/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
https://www.ilmailuliitto.fi/ilmailuliitto/sil/tyoryhmat/turvallisuustoimikunta/kerho-sms/
https://www.ilmailuliitto.fi/ilmailuliitto/sil/tyoryhmat/turvallisuustoimikunta/kerho-sms/
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A safety management system (SMS) is an organised approach to improving safety. It describes the 
organisation’s structure and objectives from the perspective of safety, identifies the security responsibilities 
and obligations of key persons and documents the policies and procedures used for the management of 
safety. A functional SMS enables proactive identification and prioritisation of risks and hazards to the 
organisation, enabling their management.  
 
The SMS is not implemented simply by recording safety matters in a document. As a functional SMS affects 
the operating methods and mindsets of the entire organisation, in principle, all members should be informed 
and trained on matters related to the SMS. The roles and responsibilities of the club – even the organisational 
structure – may have to be changed if no one has been responsible for safety management earlier. 
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Appendix 6: Example of a training programme for parachuting pilots – Oulu 

Skydive Center 
 
{A common training programme is currently under development. The target timeframe for completion is 
by the end of 2019.} 

1 GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 Purpose 

 
The purpose of this training programme for parachuting pilots is to define and harmonise the training of 
parachuting pilots at Oulu Skydive Center (OSC).  
 
This guideline has been approved by the OSC Board, and it provides instructions for parachuting pilot training. 
The guideline must be complied with unless flight safety, aviation regulations, the club’s directives or 
airmanship require otherwise. The guideline is updated as required. 
 

2 OBJECTIVE OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR PARACHUTING PILOTS 

 
The objective of the programme is to improve the safety of parachuting flight operations by defining the 
content and methods of the required training as well as for maintaining the qualification. The training 
methods include theoretical and flight training. Theoretical training comprises independent studies and 
classroom instruction. These methods are used for providing pilots with the training required for the 
qualifications of parachuting pilot and unit parachuting pilot and for supervising the maintenance of these 
qualifications. Training cards are used for defining how the training methods are applied, what is included in 
the training and how competence is ensured. 
 
This guideline does not cover aircraft-related type training. 
 

3 EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING REQUIRED OF PARACHUTING PILOTS 

 
The experience required of parachuting pilots is no longer specified by the aviation regulation OPS M6-1. 
Instead, the required experience is now determined by the club. The OSC requires a total flight experience 
of at least 200 hours of PPL/LAPL flight and at least 200 flight hours with the specific aircraft type. For the 
aircraft OH-EKO rented by the club for seasons 2019, 2020 and 2021, this requirement is at least 200 h and 
the aircraft owner’s approval. These flight hour thresholds are requirements stated in the aircraft’s insurance 
contract. 
 
After completing the parachuting flight training provided by the OSC, the pilot is authorised to perform 
parachuting flights with the club aircraft. The training of the OSC’s new parachuting pilots is carried out by a 
person authorised by the OSC Board (chief pilot). The pilot providing the instruction must have completed 
type training for Cessna 182 or Cessna 182 Supercharged. The type training is provided by a flight instructor 
who is familiar with parachuting flight operations. 
 
The OSC’s requirements for new parachuting pilots: 

 Valid PPL and medical 

 Qualification to fly the aircraft class in question 

 Right to carry passengers EASA part FCL, Section FCL.060 

 Requirements set by the club 
o Club membership 

https://arkisto.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1495176503/9ebe6c58453c94b7c275390b3d83686d/25312-OPSM6-1_2017_fi.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02011R1178-20140403&from=EN
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o The club organisation’s approval for the training 
o Signed commitment  
o Completed waiver 
o Completed parachuting pilot training (type training and induction for parachuting flight 

operations). 
 
All training and induction must comply with aviation regulations and the training programme approved by 
the club. 
 
The list of the club’s approved pilots and the validity of qualifications is updated prior to the start of each 
season. 
 

4 MAINTENANCE OF PARACHUTING PILOT QUALIFICATION 

 

The parachuting flight qualification is considered valid if the pilot has flown 20 parachuting flights (= load on 

board) in the last 16 months. If the number of parachuting flights is lower, the pilot must fly a refresher flight.  

Additional requirements: 

 OSC membership and paid membership fee 

 Valid licence and qualification (PPL, SEP, Medical) 

 Valid right to carry passengers EASA part FCL, Section FCL.060 

 Updated waiver. 
 

The pilot may also agree on a refresher flight, even if it is not required by this guideline.  

 

5 TRAINING METHODS 

5.1 Theoretical training 

 

The theoretical training consists of independent studies and an instruction meeting. The Guideline for 

parachuting flight operations is discussed in the theoretical training, and sufficient familiarity with the 

guideline’s essential issues is ensured by means of an oral or written examination prior to beginning the 

parachuting flight training. A pilot-specific training card is drawn up for the theoretical training.  

5.2 Flight training 

 

Flight training includes parachuting flight preparations, a parachuting flight and debriefing. The objective of 

the training is to ensure that the pilot has adopted the theory pertaining to parachuting flight and is able to 

take it into account in parachuting flight operations. A pilot-specific training card is drawn up for the 

parachuting flight. 

6 UNIT PARACHUTING FLIGHT QUALIFICATION (TBD) 

 

TBD 

  

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02011R1178-20140403&from=EN
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7 TRAINING CARDS 

 

Training card  

Date:  Instructor: 

Pilot: Duration of training: 1 h 

Independent study assignment Objective 

Familiarisation with the Guideline for parachuting 
flight operations 

The student knows and understands the content of 
the guideline and identifies the issues which need 
to be discussed further in the theoretical training.  

Items to be taught Instruction method 

 Regulations governing parachuting flight 
operations 

 Instructions concerning the local 
aerodrome 

 Parachuting flight methods, flight stages, 
radio traffic and flying in a unit 

 Aircraft and equipment 

 Flight preparation 

 Loading the aircraft, placement and 
movement of skydivers on board 

 Fuel quantity management 

 Method for calculating mass and the 
centre of gravity and its significance 

 Stall and its factors in parachuting flight 

 Cooperation with skydivers and the land 
organisation 

 Special jumps and the related special 
situations (wingsuit) 

 Exceptional and emergency situations and 
operation in them 

 Risk analysis and risk management 

 The role and responsibilities of the pilot-in-
command, jumpmaster, load organiser, 
director of jumping activities, ground 
person 

 

Independent study of the Guideline for 
parachuting flight operations 

Control questions  

N/A  
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Training card  

Date:  Instructor: 

Pilot: Duration of training: 2 h 

Study assignment Objective 

Guideline for parachuting flight operations 1. The student is familiar with the content of 
the Guideline for parachuting flight 
operations and is prepared to begin the 
practical parachuting flight training. 

2. The student provides correct answers to 
the control questions. 

Items to be taught Instruction method 

 Regulations governing parachuting flight 
operations 

 Instructions concerning the local 
aerodrome 

 Parachuting flight methods, flight stages, 
radio traffic and flying in a unit 

 Aircraft and equipment 

 Flight preparation 

 Loading the aircraft, placement and 
movement of skydivers on board 

 Fuel quantity management 

 Method for calculating mass and the 
centre of gravity and its significance 

 Stall and its factors in parachuting flight 

 Cooperation with skydivers and the land 
organisation 

 Special jumps and the related special 
situations (wingsuit) 

 Exceptional and emergency situations and 
operation in them 

 Risk analysis and risk management 

 The role and responsibilities of the pilot-in-
command, jumpmaster, load organiser, 
director of jumping activities, ground 
person 

 

Review of the Guideline for parachuting flight 
operations with the instructor. The instruction is 
interactive which means that all matters that the 
student is not familiar with are discussed. 

Control questions  

For example: 

 What is the maximum wind for student 
jumps? 

 How to act if the jumpmaster falls off the 
aircraft before dropping the students? 

 How to act if the aircraft stalls on the jump 
run when a skydiver is on the wing strut? 
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Training card  

Date:  Instructor: 

Pilot: Duration of training: 4 parachuting flights 

Study assignment Objective 

Parachuting flight operations The student is able to fly parachuting flights 
independently in compliance with the 
guideline and is prepared to start acting as a 
parachuting pilot. 

Items to be taught Instruction method 

 Risk analysis and risk management 

 Flight preparation 

 Fuel quantity management 

 Loading the aircraft, placement and 
movement of skydivers on board 

 Mass and centre of gravity calculation 

 Aircraft and equipment 

 Parachuting flight methods, flight stages  

 Cooperation with skydivers and the land 
organisation 

 Special jumps and the related special 
situations (wingsuit) 

 Exceptional and emergency situations and 
operation in them 

Induction training for parachuting flight operations 
is provided by the chief pilot or a person 
authorised by the OSC Board. The flight is a normal 
parachuting flight. 
 
The simulated flight is carried out on the plane 
while it is on the ground. The trainee describes the 
entire course of the flight: what they do at each 
stage and how would they act on an actual flight. 
The simulated flight covers normal flight and 
emergencies. 
 
On the first flight, the trainee pilot is a passenger 
and follows the parachuting flight.  
 
On the following flights, the trainee pilot acts as 
the pilot-in-command. 
 
The instructor monitors and guides the pilot during 
flight preparation and the flight, and records 
successful performance of the monitored 
activities. The performance is reviewed with the 
pilot immediately after the flight. The trainee pilot 
participates in an adequate number of training 
flights. 
 
During the flight, both the trainee and the 
instructor must use headphones and wear 
parachutes. 
 

Control questions  

See procedure list 
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Training card  

Date:  Instructor: 

Pilot: Duration of training: 1 parachuting flight 

Study assignment Objective 

Refresher flight The pilot is able to fly parachuting flights in 
compliance with the guideline. 

Items to be taught Instruction method 

 Risk analysis and risk management 

 Flight preparation 

 Fuel quantity management 

 Loading the aircraft, placement and 
movement of skydivers on board 

 Mass and centre of gravity calculation 

 Aircraft and equipment 

 Parachuting flight methods, flight stages  

 Cooperation with skydivers and the land 
organisation 

 Special jumps and the related special 
situations (wingsuit) 

Exceptional and emergency situations and 
operation in them 

The instructional event comprises so-called 
simulated emergencies and a normal parachuting 
flight. 
 
The emergencies are simulated on the plane while 
it is on the ground. The trainee describes how they 
would operate in the event of various 
emergencies. 
 
On the parachuting flight, the trainee pilot acts as 
the pilot-in-command. 
 
The instructor monitors and guides the pilot during 
the flight and records successful performance of 
the monitored activities. The performance is 
reviewed with the pilot immediately after the 
flight. More than one flight can be performed, as 
required. 
 
During the flight, the instructor must use 
headphones and wear a parachute. 
 

Control questions  
 

See procedure list  
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Procedure list used in parachuting pilot training and on spring refresher flights 

 

Checklist OH-CVE    

AREA PROCEDURE YES NO NOTES 
Aircraft 
inspection 

Checking the fuel for water, 4 points       

Oil level check       

Fuel level check       

Inspection of specific items       

Flight planning Weather check       

NOTAM check        

Notifying the ATC about starting the parachuting 
activities       

Mass calculation       

Attention to essential traffic       

Engine start Opening the cowl flaps       

Propeller danger zone check       

Engine choke as required       

Key in the Start position approx. 2 s after engine 
start       

Oil pressure check       

Taxiing Listening to ATIS       

Setting the altimeter       

Clearance from the ATC: load information       

Rearward control stick position during taxiing       

Leaning       

Left/right check at crossroads       

Engine run-up Fuel pump test       

Both fuel pumps on       

Ignition magneto check       

Propeller control check       

Boost cut-off check       

Setting the transponder       

Both fuel pumps on during take-off       

Take-off Rich mixture       

Throttle max. 28”       

Compensation 60 mph       

Climb speed 90 mph       

Throttle 23” at 500–1,000 ft       

RPM 2,400       

One fuel pump off       

Climb Speed 90 mph       

Throttle 23”       

Increasing altitude in accordance with the clearance       

Drop Communication with the responsible skydiver       

Door open when max. air speed is 110 mph       

Closing the door       
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Glide Closing the cowl flaps       

RPM 2,300       

EDM in cold mode       

Engine cooling CHT max. 40 °F/min & min. 300 °F       

Max. speed 160 mph – note gusts       

Landing Both fuel pumps on       

Max. speed 110 mph when flaps at 20°       

Taxiing Both fuel pumps on    

Rearward control stick position       

Leaning       

Turning off the 
engine 

Radio OFF       

Transponder OFF       

Fuel pumps OFF       

The entire flight The use of checklists       
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Checklist OH-EKO    

AREA PROCEDURE YES NO NOTES 
Aircraft 
inspection 

Checking the fuel for water, 3 points       

Oil level check       

Fuel level check       

Inspection of specific items       

Flight planning Weather check       

NOTAM check       

Notifying the ATC about starting the parachuting 
activities       

Mass calculation       

Attention to essential traffic       

Engine start Opening the cowl flaps       

Propeller danger zone check       

Engine choke as required       

Key in the Start position approx. 2 s after engine 
start       

Oil pressure check       

Taxiing Listening to ATIS       

Setting the altimeter       

Clearance from the ATC: load information       

Rearward control stick position during taxiing       

Leaning       

Left/right check at crossroads       

Engine run-up Fuel pump test       

Both fuel pumps on       

Ignition magneto check       

Propeller control check       

Boost cut-off check       

Setting the transponder       

Both fuel pumps on during take-off       

Take-off Rich mixture       

Throttle max.       

Compensation 60 mph       

Climb speed 90 mph       

Climb Speed 80–90 mph       

Increasing altitude in accordance with the clearance       

Leaning to 125 F rich when 23”/5,000 ft       

Drop Communication with the responsible skydiver       

Door open when max. air speed is 110 mph       

Closing the door       
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Glide Closing the cowl flaps       

RPM 2,300       

Speed 160 mph – note gusts       

Landing Max. speed 110 mph when flaps at 20°       

Taxiing Rearward control stick position    

Leaning       

Turning off the 
engine 

Radio OFF       

Transponder OFF       

The entire flight The use of checklists       
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Control question bank 

 

 What is the maximum wind for student jumps? 

 How to act if the jumpmaster falls off the aircraft before dropping the students? 

 How to act if the aircraft stalls on the jump run when a skydiver is on the wing strut? 

 What are the differences in aircraft manoeuvrability between jump run altitudes of 1 km and 4 km? 

 What is the maximum speed for opening the jump door? 

 What are the minimum and maximum engine oil levels? 

 What are the minimum and maximum fuel levels on parachuting flights? 

 What are the maximum take-off weight and the maximum landing weight? 

 What is the throttle setting on the jump run and during drop? 

 What is the airspeed on the jump run? 

 What is the minimum airspeed on the jump run? 

 Measures in the event of engine power loss. 

 Measures in the event of partial parachute deployment while the skydiver is on board. 

 Measures in the event of partial parachute deployment while the skydiver is directly outside the 
aircraft. 

 What are the requirements for supplemental oxygen? 

 How much snow or ice may be allowed on the wings and the rudder? 

 What is the minimum altitude for an emergency jump? 

 What is the maximum vertical speed when landing with skydivers on board? 

 What requirements do night-time parachuting flights set to the pilot? 

 What requirements do night-time parachuting flights set to the skydivers? 

 How does smoking affect the need for supplemental oxygen? 

 Why is a knife required on board, and where is it kept? 

 What are the transfer altitude and the transfer level? 

 How are unit take-offs staggered? 

 How does wind affect the staggering of unit take-offs? 

 How are the aircraft staggered on the jump run? 

 What are the risks associated with skydiver movement to the wing strut in the leading aircraft? 

 When are the cowl flaps closed? 

 What do you do if you have a medical attack and are aware of it? 

 … 
 
 

Version history: 
 
 

FAA video on parachuting flight operations: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tM04p2XvEfM 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tM04p2XvEfM
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Appendix 7: Formation flight instructions for pilots (Model, Skydiving 

Finland, C-208) 
 
The following matters should be considered when performing parachuting flights in a formation of two or 
more aircraft: 
 
Prepare for the flight thoroughly and well in advance. Agree on procedures with the other pilots. 
 
Organise a common briefing with the skydivers to discuss at least the general course of the flight, light 
commands and actions in exceptional situations, such as flying a new jump run or what to do when another 
aircraft interrupts the flight, etc. 
 
On formation flights, in particular, the skydivers must be reminded of the importance of remaining quiet and 
avoiding movement within the aircraft until the green light is turned on. This will make the pilots’ jobs easier. 
 
Only the person opening the door is allowed to move before the light is turned on. When the red light is 
turned off in the leading aircraft, the door opener checks the airspace below, clouds etc. and may request a 
new jump run if necessary. 
 
The positions and distances of the aircraft are specified in the formation flight instructions. This means that 
the positions are taken already at the take-off and kept until the exit. The distance of 45 m stated in the 
instructions is the maximum distance from which the wingman can relatively easily follow the leading aircraft. 
15 m is quite an ideal distance in the air/on the jump run. The closer the wingman is, the easier it is to follow 
the leading aircraft. 
 
The leading aircraft must fly as smoothly and predictably as possible. It is not advisable to use full throttle, 
but to give the wingman some leeway. Manual flight and trimming is recommended and provides better 
results. 
 
When the desired altitude is reached, the leading aircraft stops climbing and sets the speed by steadily 
reducing throttle – never by “pulling”. 
 
Duties of the leading aircraft: 

 request clearances and handle radio communication 

 deciding on the climb pattern, preferably the left pattern 

 provision of commands on the jump run (the word NOW activates the commands): 
o 2 minutes – flap NOW – 1 minute – green NOW – exit 

 The landing order and runway must be agreed on clearly over the radio. 
 
Even if the pilot of the leading aircraft notices that the altitude on the jump run is below 1,000 ft or the 
requested altitude, it is not advisable to perform additional patterns to increase altitude by, for example, 
making S-turns. Instead, they should accept the matter and drop the load as normally. 
 
The leading aircraft must always home in on the jump line from the side of the climb pattern. It may not fly 
to the other side of the jump run to increase the altitude. The aircraft is flown to the jump run as normally 
and if more altitude is required, altitude is increased by flying a full circle to the left, after which the pilot 
homes in on the jump run. 
 
A possible new jump run is flown using the current flight configuration. This means that if the flaps are already 
out, they should be kept out. The jump door is not closed. 
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The pilot homes in on the new jump run by flying a slowly curving full circle to the left. 
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Appendix 8: Parachuting activities and flight safety (Lasse Lintukangas, 

Skydiving Finland, C-208) 
 
This article sheds light on a few important matters on aircraft and flight operations from the pilot’s point of 
view. Each skydiver should be aware of these matters and consider them before the start of each season.  
 
It is advisable to state these matters in the skydivers’ instructions or to bring them to the attention of 
skydivers otherwise. This article is intended for skydivers in particular. 
 
 

Jump planes 
 
The aircraft used for parachuting flight operations may be either type-approved or non-type-approved. Type-
approved aircraft are manufactured in compliance with all official regulations and instructions and undergo 
a flight test programme in which their structures, stability and flight properties are verified to meet the 
requirements. 
 
Non-type-approved aircraft may be equally compliant with requirements and regulations, but the 
implementation of a type-approval process has been considered too laborious or costly considering the 
quantity of aircraft manufactured, and therefore, no approval has been applied for. It is also possible that a 
factor that prevents meeting the strict requirements has been observed. Such aircraft, which are often 
constructed from assembly kits, are registered in the experimental class, for example. 
 
Correctly loaded aircraft are some of the most safety-sensitive devices. For example, they strive to correct 
any erroneous movements, and steering them may not, according to regulations, require abnormal 
properties from the pilot. However, this applies only as long as the provided parameters and limits are not 
exceeded. 
 
The service and airworthiness inspections of type-approved aircraft are performed by dedicated, regulation-
compliant organisations, or CAMOs (Continuous Airworthiness Monitoring Organisation). No such 
organisation is required for non-approved aircraft. 
 
This writing does not take a stand on the status required of aircraft for the performance of parachuting flights. 
However, it is good to be aware of the aforementioned aspect, and it may facilitate examining the matter 
from the perspective of safety. 
 
 

Loading 
 
When the aircraft is loaded correctly, the load is within the range permitted in the flight manual. Even non-
experts can easily locate the centre of gravity of every aircraft by looking at the point where the wing is 
attached to the airframe. Broadly speaking, the centre of gravity is under (or above) this point, inside the 
airframe. 
 
Various types and sizes of aircraft are used for parachuting operations around the world. When using an 
aircraft with a capacity of only 3–5 skydivers, it is impossible for the skydivers to be positioned far from the 
centre of gravity due to the lack of available space. The jump door, too, is often located under the wing, that 
is, at or close to the centre of gravity. When using such small aircraft, such as C-172 or C-182, problems 
related to the centre of gravity hardly arise. The same also applies when the aircraft is very large. Large 
aircraft designed for dropping troops and materials may carry loads of up to dozens of tons. Thus, they are 
fairly insensitive to skydivers’ movement inside the airframe. 
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On the other hand, when using an aircraft with a capacity of 8–20 skydivers, a long airframe and jump door 
at the back, we are talking about a whole another risk category. With this type of aircraft, the skydivers may 
easily cause trouble for the aircraft and themselves by moving the centre of gravity outside the permitted 
range.  
 
On a parachuting flight, the load of the aircraft can change from neutral (climb) to remarkably tail-heavy 
(several skydivers at the door) and back to nose-heavy in a matter of seconds. Considering the centre of 
gravity, the most critical part of a parachuting flight is when the skydivers move to the door for exit. If and 
when the skydivers’ actions cause the centre of gravity to shift beyond acceptable limits, the course of events 
is likely to be as follows (a quotation of an experienced parachuting pilot who holds an M.Sc. degree in 
aerodynamics): 
 
“The centre of gravity shifts clearly beyond the permissible rearward limit. When this happens, the aircraft 
becomes unstable. This means that each minor disturbance in the airspace – which may be caused by, for 
example, gusts, the pilot or load movement, for example – tends to intensify itself. When the aircraft is stable, 
disturbances suppress themselves without the pilot’s corrective measures. 
 
An increased angle of attack caused by, for example, a gust now intensifies itself, and the intensified 
disturbance keeps intensifying at an increased rate and so on. As a result, the angle of attack becomes 
suddenly too steep, immediately causing the aircraft to stall. The stall may be horizontal or, more likely, focus 
on one of the wings. 
 
When the centre of gravity is too far back and the aircraft stalls in an unstable condition, the stall lifts the 
nose further, deepening the stall. At this point, the pilot is helpless as the effectiveness of the horizontal 
stabilizer/rudder is insufficient. Thus, the aircraft’s nose lifts towards space and its tail falls towards the 
ground. The skydiving load is pressed against the back wall which shifts the centre of gravity further back. 
The aircraft starts to fall tail first or possibly in a rotary movement like a leaf. Parachutes are no longer of 
much use as it may be impossible for the skydivers to exit. Even if some of them manage to exit, there is a 
high risk of hitting the wing, wing strut or propeller. Spectators then get to collect the pieces of the load and 
the aircraft after they reach the ground. 
 
All of his can happen very, very quickly in a self-perpetuating manner. There is no way for the pilot to feel the 
limit after which the aircraft becomes unstable. They cannot avoid exceeding it or warn the load about it. 
 
Therefore, it is of utmost importance to take account of the maximum number of people at the door and 
during exit. It is truly critical. Similarly, it is important to load the aircraft in lines, not rows, when flying an 
incomplete load. Otherwise, the centre of gravity may be too close to the nose during take-off.” 
 
 

Stall 
 
It should be noted that the wing always stalls at the same angle of attack regardless of the speed. Many 
people have the wrong impression that stalling is dependent on speed. If the skydivers’ actions make the 
aircraft so tail-heavy that the situation can no longer be compensated for with the controls, the tail falls, the 
angle of attack increases and the aircraft stalls even if it was flying at the maximum permissible speed. 
 
When there is a need to maintain the aircraft’s altitude while lowering the speed, the angle of attack must 
be deliberately increased by “pulling” the flight controls. In that case, increasing the angle of attack increases 
the wings’ aerodynamic lift which was lost while lowering the speed. In this case, too, the aircraft will stall if 
the angle of attack exceeds the critical point. However, this time, the aircraft is in slow flight. 
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SPECIAL SITUATIONS 
 
In parachuting, it is of particular importance that risks are identified and prepared for in advance. This also 
applies to parachuting flight operations. Preparation starts from mere familiarisation with all the instructions 
and proactive consideration of courses of action for various unexpected situations. People are likely to realise 
such thought-through patterns in the event of a real emergencies. This is due to the fact that any other 
courses of action to resort to may be unavailable. 
 
 

Take-off 
 
The most critical part of take-off is the initial climb, but the take-off may have to be interrupted already on 
the runway due to an unexpected obstacle or, for example, a blown tyre. An obstacle on the runway will 
probably only result in strong braking and the interruption of take-off. On the other hand, a blown tyre may, 
at worst, cause the aircraft to skid off the runway and spin. In that case, it is good to be familiar with all the 
escape routes from the aircraft and to know how to use them. 
 
An engine failure during the initial climb is likely to result in an emergency landing. The skydivers are not 
allowed to jump unless the pilot orders an emergency jump. This is because the altitude may not be sufficient. 
However, it is worthwhile to consider whether there is time to open the jump door before landing to facilitate 
leaving the plane when on the ground. You should also be aware of any other escape routes. 
 
 

Emergency jump 
 
The pilot may only order an emergency jump if the altitude is sufficient. An emergency jump is carried out if 
the flight can no longer be safely continued. The emergency jump command is given orally and if there is 
enough time, also with the jump lights. In that case, the red and green lights are on at the same time. This 
means that everyone able to jump must leave the aircraft one person at a time as quickly as possible and in 
order. In this situation you may not, under any circumstances, stop at the door to look down. You simply 
have to jump. In the worst case, any hesitation at the door may cause the skydivers to pack at the door which 
shifts the centre of gravity too far back. This causes more problems for the aircraft that is already in trouble, 
and the pilot may completely lose control of the aircraft. After exiting the aircraft, the skydivers must be 
careful not to open the parachute too early so that it does not get tangled with the aircraft. Mental rehearsal 
of the measures and courses of action in the event of an emergency jump is of particular importance. In this 
situation, too, it is vital that everyone on board is familiar with all emergency exits and know how to use 
them. It is essential to equip aircraft used for parachuting flight operations with forced-release doors. If 
required, the forced release of the doors is carried out by the pilot or by their order. 
 
 

On the jump run 
 
The jump run is a line defined above the airfield according to the daily wind conditions. It is usually 
approximately as long as the runway and parallel to it. In Utti, the jump plane flies from one end of the jump 
run to the other in approximately 1 minute and 15 seconds under normal conditions. In this time, all skydivers 
should be able to exit maintaining adequate safety intervals. 
 
When the aircraft flies in the “jump configuration”, its flaps are open. Throttle and speed are set as low as 
possible. This enables minimising the propeller slipstream and allows the horizontal stabilizer to be in glide 
at as high an altitude as possible. This minimises the skydivers’ risk of hitting the elevators. The aircraft glides 
down at approximately 200–300 ft/min. The green jump light is turned on. 
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A new jump run must be flown if, for example, clouds prevent the jump or everyone did not have time to 
exit. When starting to home in on the jump run again, the red jump light is turned on. After this, jumping is 
strictly forbidden. It is also important that the skydivers return to their positions without delay. If some of 
the skydivers have already exited, the remaining skydivers distribute their weight as evenly as possible, taking 
account of the centre of gravity. The aircraft’s flap settings are not changed and the door should not be closed. 
This minimises the number of changes and enables exiting the aircraft quickly in case something unexpected 
occurs. 
 
 

Interrupting the parachuting flight 
 
It may be necessary to interrupt the parachuting flight so that either all or some of the skydivers land on 
board the aircraft. If no one has jumped, everyone must be seated in the same positions as they were during 
take-off, and the seat belts must be fastened as quickly as possible. If only a few skydivers remain on board, 
they must be positioned so that the weight is distributed correctly. For example, when four skydivers remain 
on board, they should sit in a line on a single bench. The skydivers should remind the pilot that the rate of 
descent should be kept sufficiently low to prevent automatic activation devices from deploying the 
parachutes. The skydivers must remain at their positions also after landing and during taxiing. The skydivers 
may not leave the plane until the pilot gives permission after the turning off the engine. 
 

 
 
The centre of gravity shifts to the back. C-208 b D-FROB on the jump run. Pilot: Lasse Lintukangas. EENI 28 
August 2010. Photograph by Antti Laukkanen. 
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Emergency jump. OH-DZF C-208 b drops skydivers. Pilot: Jaakko Laukkanen. EENI 29 August 2010. Photograph 
by Elina Pitkäaho. 
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Appendix 9: Trafi bulletin, 12 January 2017, New parachuting ground rules. 

Link to the bulletin on Traficom’s website. 
 

 

 
 

 

New parachuting ground rules 
 

Purpose of this bulletin 

The purpose of this bulletin is to increase skydiving 

clubs’ awareness about the importance of reviewing 

safety aspects at the start of each season. In 

addition, it serves as a reminder about the new 

requirements for parachuting flight operations that 

enter into force on 21 April 2017. 

 
Essential safety risks and changing requirements 

should be discussed at each skydiving club, and 

their members should be provided with training on 

safe operating methods well in advance of the start 

of each season. 

 
Skydiving clubs already have good operating models 

and guidelines in place. Guideline for parachuting 

flight operations – Model for skydiving clubs, which 

was drawn up jointly by the Finnish Aeronautical 

Association (Parachuting Committee), AOPA Finland 

and Trafi and published in August 2016, is an 

example of such guidelines. It is available at Trafi’s 

General aviation website. 

 

Spring 2015 safety bulletin 

Safety-related matters can be reviewed by reading 

the 2015 safety bulletin Fight safety in parachuting 

activities in addition to the Guideline for parachuting 

flight operations. 

 
The safety bulletin discussed the following themes: 

 Examples of the risks of parachuting flights 

 Important information to skydivers 
o The various stages of flight 

o Stall and the factors affecting it 

o Aircraft loading 

o Significance of the centre of gravity 

o Skydiver movement and placement onboard 

 Important information for parachuting pilots 
 e.g. matters related to training, loading and the 

use of emergency parachutes 

 Agreed courses of action and communication 

between the pilot and skydivers 

 The responsibilities of the pilot-in-command, 

jumpmaster and load organiser 

 Markings and instructions concerning movement 

and placement onboard 

Changing ground rules 

 
The new air operations requirements (NCO) entered into 

force on 25 August 2016 and the new requirements for 

specialised operations (NCO.SPEC) enter into force on 

21 April 2017. Trafi has prepared a set of orders related 

to the implementation the NCO (air operations 

requirements, general aviation). The set compiles the 

orders and guidelines concerning non-commercial small 

aircraft flight operations. This facilitates familiarisation 

with the new rules as all required information is compiled 

in a single source. The guidelines can be accessed 
here. 

 
 

 
 

The section NCO-SPEC can be opened here. 

 
What are the changes to recreational aviation 
parachuting activities? 

 
The essential new requirements include the pilot-in-

command’s responsibility for ensuring that a risk 

assessment is carried out prior to starting the 

parachuting flight operations. In addition, a checklist 

must be drawn up based on the risk assessment, and 

the pilot is responsible for ensuring that the checklist is 

applied. The checklist must be carried on the aircraft 

and used on every flight. 

 

In practice, it is advisable that each club’s parachuting 

pilots and skydivers carry out the risk assessment and 

draw up the checklist jointly making use of the 

available guidelines. 

 
 

Finnish Transport Safety Agency Trafi www.trafi.fi 
PO Box 320, FI-00101 Helsinki, tel. +358 29 534 5000, fax +358 29 534 5095 • business ID 1031715-9 

Safety bulletin Aviation 12 January 2017 

https://www.trafi.fi/filebank/a/1484208344/de0adafe65f560bb6573fc8bfa38da48/23724-Laskuvarjohyppytoiminnan_muuttuvat_pelisaannot.pdf
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User-friendly risk assessment models are available 
in, for example, the Safe operations model for 
aviation clubs which was drawn up in connection 
with the Recreational aviation safety project. 

 

In 2017, Trafi will monitor compliance with the new 
NCO requirements for parachuting flight operations 

as well as the safety of operations and the aircraft 
used. 

 

Commercial parachuting flight operations 

Commercial special flight operations are governed 

under the SPO section of the Air Operations 

Regulation as of 21 April 2017. 
 

Timely parachuting flight safety themes 

In parachuting flight operations, typical fuel quantity 
planning leads to low fuel reserves between 
refuels. As a result, the margins are critical in the 
event of unexpected situations. 

 

Each club should pay adequate attention to matters 
related to weight and the centre of gravity which 
should be considered as a dynamic variable. In 
addition, the worst-case scenarios caused by load 
movement should be considered, framework 
conditions for safe operation should be prepared and 
risky situations should be highlighted. 

 
Using optimal parachuting equipment may increase 
the costs of the skydiving hobby to inconvenient 
levels. The budget often sets conditions for 
optimising the equipment used and, consequently, 
the margins are consumed at the offset. As the 
operation may constantly be carried out at the limits 
of maximum permissible mass and the boundaries of 
the centre of gravity, particular attention should be 
paid to the aforementioned matters. 

 

Don’t forget the reporting obligation! 

Good reporting practices have been applied as part 
of parachuting operations already for years. Any 
deviations and mistakes are openly discussed so 
that they can be analysed to improve the safety of 
the skydiving community. Regrettably, the situation 
is different with regard to parachuting flight 
operations. The number of reports is low, and the 
authorities are often notified of close calls – even 
severe ones – through other means than the 
obligation to report. 

 
It should be borne in mind that Regulation (EU) 
376/2014 obliges actors to report any accidents, 
dangerous situations and incidents to Trafi. 

All information received through incident reports is 
processed confidentially, and it is used only for the 
improvement of flight safety. 

Even though the analysis obligation mentioned in the 
Regulation does not directly concern recreational 
aviation clubs, Trafi encourages skydiving clubs to 
perform analyses and to provide them to Trafi to 
support the improvement of aviation safety. In 
practice, this means that clubs share identified 
parachuting flight risks and the resulting know-how 
with others to ensure extensive utilisation of 
information. 

 
The flight safety report can be accessed via this link. 

Instructions and backround information concerning 
incident reporting is available at Trafi’s Traffic 

Analysis website. 
The reported information is utilised in, for example, 
safety bulletins that are compiled at Trafi’s website. 

 

 
 
 

 
Trafi’s General aviators website 

The Guideline for parachuting flight operations is 
available at the training materials and instructions 
section of Trafi’s General aviators website. It 
contains a model for a parachuting flight operations 
guideline. Each association must define matters 
specific to aircraft and engine types, clubs, activities 
and conditions and update the guideline accordingly. 
The guideline was drawn up as part of the work 
carried out by the Recreational aviation safety 
project’s Training system workgroup. 

 
The workgroup that prepared the guideline included 
skydivers and parachuting pilots from various clubs 
across Finland. 

 
 

Trafi wishes you a safe and experiential 

skydiving season 2017! 
 
 
 

Finnish Transport Safety Agency Trafi 2(2) 
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Appendix 10: Example tools for aircraft mass and centre of gravity 

calculation 
 
Example table: C-182 OH-CVE 
 

Maximum average jumper weight with 4 or 5 jumpers 

Fuel 
quantity Pilot + parachute / kg  

Litres kg 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 125 

110 79 110 88 108 86 105 84 103 82 100 80 98 78 95 76 94 75 

100 72 112 90 110 88 107 86 105 84 102 82 100 80 97 78 96 77 

90 65 114 91 112 89 109 87 107 85 104 83 102 81 99 79 98 78 

80 58 116 93 113 91 111 89 108 87 106 85 103 83 101 81 100 80 

70 50 118 94 115 92 113 90 110 88 108 86 105 84 103 82 101 81 

 
The average weight of club skydivers and pilots with parachute: 

 Licensed skydivers 86 kg 

 Instructors 97 kg 

 Students 92 kg 
 
Weight calculation table with jumpers’ exit weights: 

 

  

Licensed, 
average 
mass 

Licensed, 
light 

Licensed 
2, light 

Licensed 
heavy 

Student, 
average 

Student, 
light 

Student 2, 
light 

Pilot 86 59 59 125 86 59 59 

LO/JM 86 60 74 108 97 77 77 

Jumper 2 86 63 74 106 92 75 80 

Jumper 3 86 67 75 104 92 75 80 

Jumper 4 86 70 75   92 77 80 

Jumper 5 86 70 75     79 81 

TOW 516 389 432 443 459 442 457 

Free capa. 0 127 84 73 57 74 59 
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The Excel tool presented in the below figure can be used for calculating the centre of gravity of the club 
aircraft OH-CVE and the rented aircraft OH-EKO. 
 
A corresponding Excel tool (OH-CVE and OH-EKO Weight Balance Calculation Tool) is available at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nU4tqz5LutoiFYssYBRg7eo5UUlSAfuT. Each club can freely apply the 
tool as required. 
 
 

 

  

Weight & Balance Table OH-CVE, C182P Supercharged
Pvm. 22.1.2019

Täytä siniset kentät

T/O & LDG 59 74 116 143 87 T/O & LDG 679,75 852,57 1336,46 1647,54 1002,35

1800 2260 2950 2950 1800 816,47 1025,12 1338,10 1338,10 816,47

Basic Empty Weight 825 88,17 63,14 T/O Only 116 126 142,5 136 T/O Only 1336,46 1451,68 1641,78 1566,89

Useable fuel @ 6#/gal (80 gal Max) 95 68,5 118,11 7,02 2950 3100 3100 2950 1338,10 1406,14 1406,14 1338,10

Pilot 86 94 7,02

1. Jumper 86 80 5,97 Fuel 131,7 138,25 Fuel 1517,7 1592,85

2. Jumper 86 155 11,57 2945,6 3096,6 1336,1 1404,6

3. Jumper 86 160 11,94

4. Jumper 86 210 15,68 1Kg in Pounds = 2,204623

5. Jumper 86 220 16,42 cm in inc 2,54

Hat shelf 330,2 0,00 Litres in US Gal 0,2641729

Ramp Weight & Moment 1410 138,76 US Gal in litres 3,7854

Fuel allowance start & Taxi 6,8 4,9 118,11 0,50 AVGAS 100LL 0,721 kg/l @15Cº

0,45359237 lbs/kg

3097 lbs 138,25 ins-lbs

1404,6 kg 1592,8 kgm Engine start - T/O fuel 6,8 litres

Takeoff Center of Gravity 44,6 ins 113,3 cm W factor 1150 690

M factor 56 42

Passenger & Fuel 584,5 kg Slope 0,04869565 0,0608696

Fuel quantity to reach max gross 97 litres Corr 1,23913043 63,57

Allowable T/O weight 3100 lbs

3 lbs 0 %

1,5 kg

Allowable MAX LDG weight 2950 lbs Zero Fuel Moment 131,7 lbs-in/1000 Zero Fuel Moment 1517,7 kgm

147 lbs 5 % Zero Fuel Weight 2946 lbs Zero Fuel Weight 1336 kg

66,5 kg

NOTE: Use Aircraft POH for Flight Planning T/O Moment 138,3 lbs-in/1000 0,0 lbs-in/1000 0,0 lbs-in/1000 T/O Moment 1592,8 kgm 0,0 kgm 0,0 kgm

Takeoff Weight 3097 lbs Takeoff Weight 1405 kg

1405 kg

Trolltune STC

Takapainoisuus

Takeoff Weight & Moment

UNDER GROSS @ T/O

OVER GROSS @ LDG

Takapainoisuus EtupainoisuusEtupainoisuus

Fuel / L Weight

kg

Arm in 

aft [cm]

Moment 

(ins-lbs)/1000

1405

Zero Fuel Weight

800
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1400
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600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700
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g

MOMENT kgm

Weight & Balance
T/O & LDG T/O Only T/O Moment

Zero Fuel Weight Fuel

3097

Zero Fuel Weight

1800

1900

2000

2100

2200

2300

2400

2500

2600

2700

2800

2900

3000

3100

3200

55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145

W
E

IG
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S

MOMENT/1000 POUND-INCHES

Weight & Balance
T/O & LDG T/O Only T/O Moment

Zero Fuel Weight Fuel

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nU4tqz5LutoiFYssYBRg7eo5UUlSAfuT
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Corresponding printable tool for OH-CVE. 
 

 

FI EN 

Massa ja massakeskiö Mass and centre of gravity 

Massa Mass 

Varsi Arm in aft 

Momentti moment 

Tyhjäpaino Empty weight 

Polttoaine Fuel 

Pilotti Pilot 

1. Hyppääjä Jumper 1 (2, 3, etc.) 

Hattuhylly Overhead compartment 

Yhteensä Total 

 

  

OH-CVE, C182P Supercharged

Massa

kg

Varsi

m

Momentti

kgm

Massa/kg

PA/L

Momentti

Polttoaine

Momentti

Pilotti

Momentti

1. Hyppääjä

Momentti

2. Hyppääjä

Momentti

3. Hyppääjä

Momentti

4. Hyppääjä

Momentti

5. Hyppääjä

Momentti

Hattuhylly

Tyhjäpaino 825 0,88172 727,42 50 42,6 47,0 37,6 58,3 93,2 195,8 430,8 1422,5

Polttoaine 1,1811 60 51,1 56,4 45,1 69,9 111,9 235,0 517,0 1707,0

Pilotti 0,94 70 59,6 65,8 52,6 81,6 130,5 274,1 603,1 1991,5

1. Hyppääjä 0,8 80 68,1 75,2 60,2 93,2 149,2 313,3 689,3 2276,0

2. Hyppääjä 1,55 90 76,6 84,6 67,7 104,9 167,8 352,5 775,5 2560,5

3. Hyppääjä 1,6 100 85,2 94,0 75,2 116,6 186,5 391,6 861,6 2845,0

4. Hyppääjä 2,1 110 93,7 103,4 82,7 128,2 205,1 430,8 947,8 3129,5

5. Hyppääjä 2,2 120 102,2 112,8 90,2 139,9 223,8 470,0 1033,9 3414,0

Hattuhylly 3,302

Yhteensä

Massa ja Massakeskiö

800
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1000

1100

1200

1300

1400

1500

600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700
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Appendix 11: Radio-telephony phraseology for parachute operations in 

Finland 
 

Radio-telephony phraseology for  

parachute operations in Finland 

8 November 2019, version 1.1 

 

Change history 

 8 November 2019 v1.1 

The new area control centre call sign (Helsinki control) and the new name of the flight information 

region (Helsinki FIR) updated.  

 20 November 2018 v1.0 

Publication of the first complete version. ACC clearance “cleared to drop and descent” changed to 

“drop and descent approved” as the latter is more frequently used.  

 24 March 2018 Draft #2 

A note added concerning drop notifications. 

 22 March 2018 Draft # 1 

First version 

 

General information 

 The Ministry of Transport and Communications has decided (LVM/1046/02/2017) that as of 1 

January 2018, air traffic services on the radio frequency used by the area control centre will only be 

provided in English in Finland’s flight information region (from 25 April 2019, Helsinki FIR) above 

flight level 95. 

 Reporting in English should also be considered when flying in an uncontrolled airspace and there 

are foreign pilots/aircraft on the same radio frequency. 

 There is no special phraseology for parachuting flight radio communication. Since there is no 

specified phraseology, expressions from other phraseology and spoken language may be used.  

 The same things can be expressed in various ways. The phrases presented here have been selected 

so that they are best compatible with Finnish air traffic control methods and in line with Finnish 

parachuting flight phraseology. 

 Please submit any questions and comments by email at simo.aro@laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi. 

http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
http://laskuvarjotoimikunta.ilmailuliitto.fi/materiaalipankki/hyppylentotoiminta/
mailto:simo.aro@laskuvarjotoimikunta.fi
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Requesting clearance to drop 

 Phraseology: 

o Pilot: OZF, request parachute drop. 

o ATC: OZF, parachute drop approved. 

o Pilot: [Parachute] drop approved, OZF. 

 The word “parachute” may be omitted if there is no risk of confusion. 

 

Advance notification of a drop 

 Phraseology: 

o Pilot: OZF, parachute dropping in two minutes [will drop three parachutes from five 

thousand feet]. 

o ATC: OZF. 

 An estimate/advance notification of a drop is only given if requested by the air traffic control or the 

operation takes place in an uncontrolled airspace. 

 The number jumpers to be dropped and the drop altitude should be reported to other traffic when 

operating in an uncontrolled airspace. 

 

Cancelling the clearance to drop 

 Phraseology: 

o ATC: OZF, parachute drop clearance cancelled. 

o Pilot: [Parachute] drop clearance cancelled, OZF. 

 The word “parachute” may be omitted if there is no risk of confusion. 

 

After the drop 

 Phraseology: 

o Pilot: OZF, parachute drop complete. 

o ATC: OZF. 

 The practical operating method is not to report drops to the area control centre. 
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Example 

During climb: 

 Helsinki control, OH-DZF. 

 OH-DZF, Helsinki control. 

 OH-DZF passing flight level 55, request climb to flight level 140, parachute drop and descent. 

 OZF, radar contact, continue climb to flight level 140, drop and descent approved.  

 Continue climb to flight level 140, drop and descent approved, OZF. 

 Control. 

 

Example 

During glide: 

 OZF, [parachute drop complete], passing flight level 95. 

 OZF. 

 

The practical operating method is not to report drops to the area control centre. However, leaving the 

controlled airspace (through flight level 95 downwards) should always be reported. 


